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Astron, J0217876, 11/04

Dear~
I am writing concerning your request for released information, on UFOs and UFO sightings.
Your requests have been passed to this Department as we are the focal point within the
Ministry of Defence for correspondence regarding UFOs.
MOD files on UFOs were routinely destroyed after 5 years until 1967 when they were
generally preserved for The National Archives. A few have survived from 1967 and these
together with records up to 1977 are now available for viewing. The National Archives can be
contacted at Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU or telephone, 020 8876 3444.
The National Archives also have a website giving information about the records they hold and
how to access them. They can be found on the internet at http://www.nationalarchives.qo.uk.
In addition,The Ministry of Defence Freedom of Information Publication Scheme also contains
documents relating to well known events in Rendlesham Forest, Suffolk in 1980 and the final
report of the Flying Saucer Working Party in 1951. These can be accessed via the internet at
http://www.foi.mod.uk. A search in the Scheme under 'UFO' will take you to this information.
We are looking to see if further information can be made available to the public and we are
currently compiling a database of reports which we intend to publish in the MOD Freedom of
Information Publication Scheme at the end of June 2005.
I hope this will be helpful.

-

Yours sincerely

AIT Main - Resume Ownership - Edit Request Details

Page 1 of2

Received:
25 Jan OS
Expiry Date: . . QS,
Status:
Open

Workflow Options
AIT Main
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Date request received:
Applicant Details
Title:

Other:

First Name:

*Surname:

Organisation:
Applicant Type:

Not Specified

L-------------------~

Other:

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)
Address Linel:
Address Line2:
Address Line3:
Town/City:
Postcode:

Country:

1United

Kingdom

:,..

Email:
Telephone:

Fax:

http://aitportali_Layouts/AIT/OftLineResponse.aspx?sn=CN3 RKNT 193,3 849,258

31/01/2005

.

AIT Main - Resume Ownership - Edit Request Details
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GxAITESTPTCD1

31 January 05
Received:
Expiry Date:
Status:
Workflow Options
AIT Main
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:

~. e:.;,;le::.::c::.::t:..::ro:;,:,.n:.:.:ic=-------l
:1

Language Requested

Welsh

Please could you send me the information that you have released on UFO and UFO sightings meny than

Record storage location of A licant request (or upload document).
To be held by the help desk until allocation.

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/OftLineResponse.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,3849,258

3110112005

.

MOD files on UFOs were routinely destroyed after 5 years until 1967 when they were
generally preserved for The National Archives. A few have survived before 1967 and these
together with records up to 1977 are now available for viewing. The National Archives can be
contacted at Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU or telephone, 020 8876 3444.
The National Archives also have a website giving information about the records they hold and
how to access them. This can be found on the internet at http://www.nationalarchives.go.uk.
I hope this will be helpful.
Yours sincerely

Internal Transfer- Recipient Acceptance- Edit Request Details

Page 1 of2

GxAITESTPTCD1

16 February 05

Received:
Expiry Date
Status:

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

15 Feb OS

.lltHRi *
Internal Transfer

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:

[!}iidcopy

:: :

Language Requested

Welsh

*Enter the request for information:
I am a reporter for the Birmingham Evening Mail and would like to request the following information under the
Freedom of Information Act.
Files, photographs, witness statements, officers accounts and descriptions and correspondence relating to an
incident/air crash/suspected UFO crash in Cannock Chase, South Staffordshire in January 1974.

Record storage location of Applicant request (or upload document).
Email held with Info Access Helpdesk

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/Intema1TransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,643 7,68

16/02/2005

Internal Transfer - Recipient Acceptance - Edit Request Details

Page 1 of2

GxAITESTPTCD1

16 February 05

Internal Transfer

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group

Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details

Upload Document

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Date request received:
Applicant Details
Other:

Title:
First Name:
Organisation:
Applicant Type:

~
IBirmingham Evening M~
edia and Journalists

*Surname:

Other:

Close Case
Take Ownership

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)
Address Linel:

!~..:..P..=O:...:B::..:o::.:.x:....7:..:8:::..___ _ _ _,

Address Line2:

lweaman Street

Address Line3:

!Birmingham

Town/City:
Postcode:

Country:

Email:
Telephone:

Fax:

http://aitportali_Layouts/AIT/IntemalTransfer/IntemalTransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,6437,68

16/02/2005

ENCLOSURE TRANSFERRED TO
FILE D/DAS/10/2/8/16 PART A

Dear~
I am writing concerning your request for information about "recently released files relating to
UFOs held by S-4". Your message has been passed to this Department as we are the focal
point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence about UFOs.
I believe you are referring to records that were released at The National Archives in January
2005 which include UFO sighting reports and correspondence sent to the predecessor of this
branch (S4(Air) ) in the mid 1970s. These records are no longer held by the Ministry of
Defence, but details of how to access records at
The National Archives and for their on line catalogue, please go to
www .nationalarchives.gov. uk .
I hope this is helpful.

Ministry of Defence
Directorate of Air ~m of Information
5th Floor, Zone H,
40
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SW1A2HB
e-mail:das-ufo-office@mod.uk
8th

March 2005

Internal Transfer - Recipient Acceptance - Edit Request Details

Page 1 of2

GxAITESTPTCD1

23 February 05

Internal Transfer

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.

Audit Trail
Comments Log

Date request received:

Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents

Applicant Details

Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings

Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Title:

Other:

First Name:

*Surname:

Organisation:
Applicant Type:

lt...:T...::O:..:.Y...::O:..:.T.:...:A:.___ _ _ __ j
esses

~------------------

Other:

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)
Address Linel:
Address Line2:
Address Line3:
Town/City:
Postcode:

Country:

Canada

Email:
Telephone:

Fax:

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/Intema1TransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,6733,112

23/02/2005

-------

--

--
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Internal Transfer - Recipient Acceptance - Edit Request Details

GxAITESTPTCD1
23 February 05

Days Left:
Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:

e::.:le~c:.!:.tr~o:.:.n::.:ic=--------~

t::j

Language Requested

Welsh

*Enter the request for information:
recently released files relating to UFO's held by 5-4

To be held by help desk until allocated

h

://ai ortal/_La outs/AIT/IntemalTransfer/InternalTransferAcce tance.as x?sn=CN3RKNT193,6733,112

23/02/2005

•

I am writing concerning your request for information about the alleged UFO incident in
Rendlesham Forest, Suffolk in 1980. Your message has been passed to me as this office is
the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence about UFOs.
All the documents the Ministry of Defence holds on the events at Rendlesham Forest have
already been released to the public and can be seen on the MOD Freedom of Information
Publication Scheme at www.foi.mod.uk. A search under "Rendlesham Foresf' will take you
directly to these documents. Alternatively if you wish to see all the classes of information on
UFOs in the Scheme, please search on "UFO". There is also further released information
available at The National Archives and details can be found on their website
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk .
I hope this is helpful.

~nee

Directorate of Air Siilledor;n of Information
5th Floor, Zone H, _ _40j
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SW1A2HB
e-mail:das-ufo-office@ mod.uk

8th March 2005

Page 1 of2

Internal Transfer - Recipient Acceptance - Edit Request Details

GxAITESTPTCD;
07 March 05

Days Left:

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents

Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Date request received:
Applicant Details
Title:

Other:

First Name:

*Surname:

Organisation:
Applicant Type:

Not Specified

Other:

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)
Address Linel:
Address Line2:

~

Address Line3:
Town/City:
Postcode:

Country:

United Kingdom

Email:
Telephone:

Fax:

http://aitportali_Layouts/AIT/IntemalTransfer/lntemalTransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,8675,68

07/03/2005

Internal Transfer - Recipient Acceptance - Edit Request Details

Page 1 of2

GxAITESTPTCD1
07 March 05

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:

e::.:le:::::c==-tr:..:o:.:.n::,:ic=-------~

t..:l

Language Requested

Welsh

*Enter the request for information:
I am looking to study the subject of UFO's. I am looking to request all files/reports on the Rendelsham Forrest incident
of December 1980.

oad docume
email held with info access helpdesk

htto:/I aitoortal!_Lavouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/Intema1TransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193 867 5 68

07/03/2005

.

----------------------

Sent:

08 March 2005 09:01

To:
Subject:

lnternet-authorised:Request for Information about UFOs

Importance: High

Dear~
I am writing concerning your enquiry regarding information the Ministry of Defence has released about
'unidentified flying objects'. Your message has been passed to me because this department is the focal point
within the MOD for correspondence about UFOs.
It is likely that the documentary you saw was referring to UFO records which were released in January 2005
in The National Archives. These contain UFO sighting reports and correspondence received by the MOD in
the mid 1970s and would normally have been closed to the public for up to a further five years. With the
introduction of the Freedom of Information Act 2000 on 1 January 2005 The National Archives, in consultation
with all the Government Departments for which they hold records, secured the early release of some 100,000
closed records that they were holding and among these records there were a small number of UFO files.
Details of how to access records at The National Archives, including their on line catalogue (PROCAT) can
be seen at wv~''#,nationalarchives,gov.uk .
In addition you may wish to look at the MOD Freedom of Information Publication Scheme where there is also
some information on UFOs. The Scheme can be accessed on the internet at www.foi,mod.uk . A search
under "UFO" will take you directly to all the classes of information on UFOs in the Scheme. The Scheme also
contains a Reading Room where some of the answers to recent Freedom of Information requests can be
seen.
I hope this is helpful.

Ministry of Defence
Directorate of Air :::);u:~_t:_[jeet:IOJ11
5th Floor, Zone H,
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SW1A2HB
e-mail:das-ufo-office@ mod.uk

08/03/2005

Page 1 of2

Internal Transfer - Recipient Acceptance - Edit Request Details

GxAITESTPTCDi
07 March 05

~2-28fi·tM917-005~
14
Workflow Options
Internal Transfer

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.

View

Date request received:

Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details

Applicant Details

Documents

Title:

Other:

First Name:

*Surname:

Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Organisation:
Applicant Type:

Other:

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)
Address Linel:
Address Line2:
Address Line3:
Town/City:
Postcode:

United Kingdom

Email:
Telephone:

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/IntemalTransfer/lnternalTransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT194,8413,120

07/03/2005

Internal Transfer - Recipient Acceptance - Edit Request Details

Page 1 of2

-GxAITESTPTCD1
07 March 05

~5-02-2005-101957-005
14
Workflow Options
Internal Transfer

Internal Transfer

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.

View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents

Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings

Request Details
Response Format Requested:

Ielectronic

Language Requested

Welsh

hi, i recently watched a documentary about UFO's and paranormal activity, at the end of which it said that the ministry
was releasing several files under the freedom of information act. i have searched for quite a while but with no results.
please if i could have the addres for these files, i would greatly appreciate it.
your kind regars

Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Record storage location of Applicant request (or upload document).
email held with info access helpdesk
;....

"·.

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/InternalTransfer/InternalTransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT194,8413,120

07/03/2005

ENCLOSURE TRANSFERRED TO
FILE D/DAS/10/2/8/16 PART A

,
Dear~
I am writing concerning your request for information about 'UFO incidents' in the Berwyn
Mountains in Wales, and Rendlesham Forest, Suffolk. Your request has been passed to this
Department because we are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence
about UFOs.
The alleged events at the Berwyn Mountains took place on 24 January 1974 and the Ministry
of Defence UFO records for this period are now open for public viewing at The National
Archives, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU. Details of how to access information at The
National Archives can be found on their website at www.nationalarchives.gov.uk. A quick
look at the archives catalogue (PROCAT) has revealed two files for this period that might hold
relevant information. These are AIR 2/18873 (Unidentified Flying Objects 1973-74) and AIR
2/18874 (Unidentified Flying Objects 1974-75).
All of the Ministry of Defence records about the Rendlesham Forest Incident have been
included in the MOD Freedom of Information Publication Scheme and can be viewed at
www.foi.mod.uk. A search under "Rendlesham Foresf' will take you directly to scanned
images of these records.
I hope this is helpful.

~nee
Directorate of Air Staff- Freedom of Information
5th Floor, Zone H,~
Main Building
Whitehall
LONDON
SW1A2HB

40

e-mail:das-ufo-office@mod.uk
2"d March 2005

I

Internal Transfer - Recipient Acceptance - Edit Request Details

Page 1 of2

GxAITESTPTCD1
01 February 05

------··
18

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer

Internal Transfer

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.

View
Audit Trail

Date request received:

Comments Log
Saved Search Result

Applicant Details

Contact Details
Documents

Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings

Title:

Other:

First Name:

*Surname:

Organisation:

Edit Request Details
Upload Document

Applicant Type:

Other:

Close Case
Take Ownership

Contact Details (Mailing or email address required)
Address Linel:
Address Line2:
Address Line3:
Town/City:
Postcode:

Country:

Email:
Telephone:

Fax:

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/IntemalTransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193 ,4459,68

01/02/2005

Page 1 of2 ,

Internal Transfer - Recipient Acceptance - Edit Request Details

GxAITESTPTCD1
01 February 05

~-01-2005-140405-008
18

Workflow Options
Internal Transfer
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Internal Transfer

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:

~.:h:.:::a:.:.:rd~c:!:o::t!p:.z.y
.1
_____

_l

Language Requested

Welsh

*Enter the request for information:
I wish for any current and updated information into the two following incidents which occurred and where classed
as 'UFO incidents'. These are the Berwyin Mountain Crash in Wales. I am not sure of exact date. The second one is
on the Rendlesham Forest incident in Dec/Jan 1980/1981.

Record storage location of Applicant request (or upload document).
Email held with Info Access Helpdesk

ldllll

http://aitportal/_Layouts/AIT/Intema1Transfer/Intema1TransferAcceptance.aspx?sn=CN3RKNT193,4459,68

01/02/2005

e

Dearj3£sti2! I 101
I am writing concerning your request for information about 'unidentified flying objects'. Your
request has been passed to this department because we are the focal point within the
Ministry of Defence for correspondence about UFOs. I will answer your questions I requests
in the same order as your message.
(1 & 2). The link to The Independent articles mentioned in your message is not working, but I
am aware that the newspaper has produced two articles concerning the release of UFO
information. The first of these refers to the incidents you mention in paragraph 1 and 2 of
your message and was written following the release of information at The National Archives in
January. This information is no longer held by the MOD as it is now open for public viewing at
The National Archives. Details of how to access information at The National Archives can be
found on their website at www.nationalarchives.gov.uk.
(3). The second article in The Independent followed a Freedom of Information request for a
list of UFO reports received by the MOD. I attach a copy of the information given to the
newspaper which you may find useful. Personal details about the people who made these
reports was withheld in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. With regard to your
request for all the paperwork about these reports, I should inform you that this information is
not held electronically, but these basic details were extracted from paper files in order to
answer this request. Before copies of these reports could be released, they would have to be
copied and all personal data would have to be removed in accordance with the Data
Protection Act 1998. We estimate that to conduct this exercise for all of the reports listed
here would exceed the permitted £600 limit set for compliance with the Freedom of
Information Act and as provided by Section 12 of the Act, the Ministry of Defence is not
obliged to comply with your request. If however, you wish to be more specific about the
information you are seeking we may be able to assist you further. In the meantime you may
wish to be aware that we are compiling a database of all the UFO reports we hold and we
intend to publish it at the end of June in the MOD Freedom of Information Publication Scheme,
which can be found at www.foi.mod.uk.
(4 to 6). The MOD does not have any expertise or role in respect of 'UFO/flying saucer'
matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise of extraterrestrial lifeforms, about
which it remains totally open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows of no
evidence which substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena.
(7). As you will see from the attached list, the UFO sighting reports we receive describe
objects of various shapes and colours.
(8). This is a hypothetical question as the MOD knows of no evidence of the existence of
such phenomena.
I hope this is helpful. If this information does not address your requirements or you wish to
complain about any aspect of the handling of this request, then you should contact this
department in the first instance. Should you remain dissatisfied, then you may apply for an
internal review by contacting the Director of Information Exploitation, 6th Floor, MOD Main
Building, Whitehall, SW1A 2HB.
If you are still unhappy following an internal review, you may take your complaint to the
Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of Information
Act. Please note that the Information Commissioner will not investigate your case until the
MOD internal review process has been completed. Further details of the role and powers of
the Information Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner's website,
http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk.
Yours sincerely,

Directorate of Air ~om of Information
51h Floor, Zone H,
0
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SW1A2HB
e-mail:das-ufo-office@ mod.uk
1st March 2005

DAS
** TO BE GIVEN A HIGH PRIORITY ib2No. ........
. ..........2 5 JAN 2005

/E-MAIL
TREAT OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE
To ']Jf\c; (~.f\) ·p o P
ce..

TO Ref No
Date

J- 2._ ~

/2005

-2-)---------------------------

The Prime Minister/SofS/Min(AF)/Min(DP)/USofS/MOD* has received the attached
correspondence from a member of the public, which this office has neither retained nor
acknowledged. Please send a reply on behalf of the PM/Minister/Department".
Ministers attach great importance to correspondence being answered promptly, and your reply
should be sent within 15 working days of the above date. If, exceptionally, this should prove
impossible, an interim reply should be sent within the same timescale. You should be aware that
No 10 periodically calls for a sample of letters sent by officials on the PM's behalf for his
perusal.
Most correspondence involves some form of request for information - even if it is only a request
for clarification of Government policy- and is therefore covered by the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) from January 2005. In general, if you meet the deadline for responding to
correspondence, and comply with any requests for information, there is no need to do anything
differently as this will meet the requirements of the Act. However, if the correspondence
requests information which is not already in the public domain, and which might need to be
withheld, then you should treat it as a FOIA request, track it using the Access to Information
toolkit, and comply with the separate FOI guidance from DG Info (see
http://aitportalldefault.aspx for details). However, the deadline for responding to correspondence
will still apply. If you are in any doubt as to whether a piece of correspondence should be treated
as an FOIA request, you should ask your FOI Focal Point or refer to the guidance produced by
DGinfo.
It is vital that branches ensure they have simple systems to record and track correspondence
received from members of the public. This information should be regularly monitored and
reviewed against the targets for answering correspondence published in the Spending Review
2000 Service Delivery Agreement for the Ministry of Defence.

As part of our monitoring procedure, random spot checks on the accuracy of your branch
records on correspondence will be performed throughout the year.

Ministerial Correspondence Unit
Floor 5,

A 2HB

DII:

f:

Detailed guidance on handling TO Correspondence can be found on the Defence Intranet at http:llmain.defence.mod.uklmin_par//Par/Brch!TOGuid.htm
If you do not have access to the Intranet, please inform the Ministerial Correspondence Unit.

** TO BE GIVEN A HIGH PRIORITY **
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

behalf of Ministers
24 January 2005 12:41
DAS-FOI
FW: Freedom of Information Request

Advance Treat Official Correspondence
The MCU has received the message below, which obviously requires urgent attention. We will now
allocate it a number, log it on to our database, and send it to you in hard copy. But in the meantime,
we thought you might wish to start work on preparing an answer now.
Regards,
Ministerial Correspondence Unit
5th Floor, Zone A
Main Building
e: Ministers@mod.uk

From
Sent:
anuary 2005 11:49
To: public@ministers.mod.uk
Subject: Freedom of Information Request
Freedom of Information Officer
Ministry of Defence
Dear Sir/Madam ,
I am writing to make an open government request for all the information to which I am entitled under
the freedom of information act. In order to assist you with this request, I am outlining my query as
specifically as possible. If however this request is too wide or too unclear, I would be grateful if you
could contact me as I understand that under the act, you are required to advise and assist requesters.
http ://news. independent.co. uk/u k/pol iticsjstory .jsp?story=6034 70

1. Please could I have all paperwork regarding the most credible reports of a possible visit by
extraterrestrial life-forms is one made by an RAF pilot and two NCOs at RAF Boulmer in
Northumberland.
2. Please could I have all paperwork regarding a British Airways Tri-Star on a return flight from
Portugal in July 1976 was involved in an incident which led to the scrambling of fighter jets. (Please
see the Independent's article) 3. Please could I have all paperwork regarding all details in the
Indepedent article - http://news.independent.co.uk/uk/politics/story.jsp?story=603470
4. Is there any evidence that MOD or the Government making any contacts with any UFOs in past 100
years?
5. Has UFOs been in any form of communication to the Government I MOD? Any evidence that UFOs
has been existed?
6. Has MOD I Government enter any agreements with the UFOs?
7. Is there any type of UFOs or are any reports are regarding to the same type of the UFOs?
8. If UFOs are existed, then would the Government allow the citizens to know the information or would
they put that as strictly withheld from the public?
I understand that under the act, I should be entitled to a response within 20 working days. I would be
grateful if you could confirm in writing that you have received this request. I look forward to hearing
from you in the near future.
Yours,
1

---------
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Uncovered at last: the sightings of strange
flying objects found in Britain's 'X-Files'
BY ROBERT Y'ERK.\IK
THI!:Y CONTAIN Britain's very lt adds: "Two contacts were lots and five of their cabira c:rew
own X-Files: thousands of clas- noted on radar, both T84 and reported "passingunderoeath a
sified documents detailing cred- T85, at RAF Boubner. They bright white dlcular object".
ibJeobservationsofunidentified were also seen on the Staxton
The files also contain repom
flying objects reported by RAF Wold radar pi.dure which is compiled by police ofl'ieers· of
persounei,Britisb.Airwayspilots relayed to West Drayton. .. On their ftrst-hand ezperieoc:es of
and senior po.liee oll'ieers.
seeing the objects oo radar the observing UFOs. On 8 April
Now under the Freedom of duty eontrvller checked witb tbe l'ffl, Superintendent Cooper of
lnfonnation laws, files previously heJd by the Ministry of
Defence's speei.al UFO department, known as SF4, are being
released to the public.
Among tbe most credible
reports of a possible visit by ex-

traterrestri.al life-forms is one
made by an RAF pilot and two
NCOs at RAF Bou1mer in
Northumberl:md.
In July 1977 :nt Lt AM WOOd
reported "bright oQiects hang·
ing<m!'l"thesea". 'lbe.MoDdocwnentaddstbattheRAFofficessaid the closest object was "luminous, round and fou.- to fi\re
times larger than a Whirlwind
hellropter". 'lbe UFOs were reported to be three miles out to
sea at a height of about :;,ooott
The ~ whose report is
supported by Cpl Torrington

and Sgt Graham. said; "The ob-

SRO at RAF West Drayton as
to whether he eouk1 see the objeets on radar supplied from
RAF Staxlon Wold"

.is brougb' into questiOn as soon
as there is. any suspicion ol aJ.

eohol influencing the observalions. Se\1enll sigbti.Dgs between
2 and 5 September 19T/ ~
dismissed even though tbe informantsareadamauttheysaw
a "puusating bright light. emit-

West Yorkshire Police described ling a vapour trail" near Derby.

a sighting while on mey in a pa- The file ends: "FOur witneN;es

trol car in Laisterdylre. He said; bad been imbibing at the local

"I looked to my right and hostelry and their sightings
This aeeoUDt was deemed so through the side window of the were di$counted."
Scepticism creeps into the
sensitive to the national interest car I saw a bright silver light. At
that tbe MoD had delayed its re- first llhought tbis was a bright MoD reports if it emerges that
lease for an extra three years. star.. It was low in the sky, a long it is not tbe first time a person
But under the Freedom of In· distance away ... then I thought has seeil a l)FO. Between 1 and
formation Act, whieh came into that this light was n'I()Vlng. The 8 August 1976, a Rotherham
foree Ob 1 January, the 6Je ha$ light was visible just over the man reported four s.ightings to
been reviewed and declassified. rootrops of the houses on Fer- his local radar station. The comSome oftM other reports are rand Avenue at the junction meut on the UFO me reads: "He
evidently nms a UFO si.ghtings
equally compelling. A British with Hambledon Avenue."
Superintendent Cooper eon- dub aDd bas bet=n logging UFOs
Airways 'Jri-8lar on a return
flight from Portugal in July 1976 tinned to obserw the object as for three years."
Britisb VFO hunters will no
was involved in an incident it moved .along the rooftops

,\1.

which led to the scrambl.i.ng of
fighter jets.
The MoD rqX~rt says that the
Tri-Sta:r captain reported "foW'
objects - two round brilliant
white, two cigar-shaped" 18
miles north of Faro. The captain
was so alarmed by what he and
the passengen bad seen that be
reported the sighting to airtraf·
fle controllers at LisboD and
Heathrow. The report says that

jects separated. Thea one went
west of the oth~ as it m:moeuvreditcfllmBed~to~
body-shaped with projectioDs
IDre. arms and legs." The men
who were positioned at tbe .PiCk- fighters were immediately
et post at the RAF station were scrambled from Lisbon.
able to observe the strange obShortly afterward$ another
jects for an hour and 40 minutes. '.n'i..star crew on the same flight
Atthesametbnearadarsta- path reported a similar unextion detected the objects in ex- plained·sigbting. This time they
~ the same position as the said there was a "bright object
men bad observed them. It reg- witJl two contrails" between Faistered them to be belwee.n 30 tima and~- It remained stat.o ~ -~ before they dis· tiopary before moving north
appeared from tbe ~.
and then "cbangiDg in length".
The r-eport describes Fit U
ln another incident in the
Wood as "reJ.iable and sober". samemonthtwoTrl-8tarco·pi-

until the light "suddenly van- doubt USfs the$E1 sorts of comished"_ He ~d; "The light went ments to help support th&
out and I could see nothing theory tbat the Government

whatsoever in the $ll;ywbere the
ligbt bad been.. I thea contacted Operatioos who reported no
other sighting& .recorded."
MoD ollicers working at the
UFO unit have often~ .-eferenee to the cr-edibiJity of the
personmakingthereports. Observations made by former servicemen appear to be taken
more seriouslY tban others. An
MoD n!lpOlt scot from RAF Cosford on 14 July 1976 noted that
the 66-year-old woman hm
~who claimed to
have seen a "wbite, bat-shaped"
object in tbe night slty, was mar-ried to a retired RAF pilot but
later the report added dismissively: "He did notob5ene anything from his seated position."
_ _BuUhevwacityofthe reports

bas been suppressing evidence
of a visit by extraterrestrial life_
However, some of tbe sightingt; strike a rather salutary
note_ A white. bright light that
caught the attentiooofa woman
in Thnterden in September 1m
was immediately reported to
· k>bfoid police station and her
observation$ duly noted.
But in the MoD file, the offi·
cers ftnd a more mundane eK·
planation for ber ~eoce.
The otlicets says: ~she saw a
long white light in the front
with a 8a.shing red light at the
rear. The infunnant states; 'like
a jumbo jet'."
leading article, pap42
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Dt1bious encounters of the British kind
BRITAlN'S ''X-FILES,. are open at lasl 'I1Ie exactly Cl.os~ Encounters ofthe 171.ird Kind.
But there is enougb there tor tbo.se who cling to
Independent. with help from the new Freedom of
ID!or.rnation Act, has 3.COil88ed documents which the idea tbat alieilHfe.fonns have wisited us from
hitherto Ia)' bidden deep within the MinistfyofDe- ooter space. After aD, fot all the pofDUiarity of LSD
fence•s spectal UFO department, known as SF4. in tbe 1970s, the witnesses are sober fuJk suc:h as
Tbe le$timooies froln threedemdesagoarems- RAFpetSOODeland seriiori)Qiiee oflicers_ So we c:yn.
c:inatingbut, ~barely enough to ID8kl:ewo the ies in tbe'lllellia sbou\d potaside our seeptidsln and
most credulous con..'q)iracytheorisfs mouth \Wtet: accept that ETmay have niade a trip to cbedt out
the denizens ot staffurdshire..
Consider the details ofthis sigbting:aear NewcastleWe demand a aaek team of Mulder and ScuUys
WJder.Lyme in Jub" 1977: ..Bright,.. objects bangto
get
to thebottonloftheili.YSb'!rlesr.Used bythese
ing over the sea.IAlminous,round~fourto five
tilnes larger than a Wbidwind helieopt.er.» It's not tiles. After all the truth is out there.

Exttacted by Xtreme News. This e>Ctract i$ a c;opyriaht wonc. and may not be ~ or otherwise reproduced (even for il'llemal
PU~S) or resold without the prior peiTTiission Oflhe publisher. delails of wh6m are obtainable from Xtretne News. ErrQrs and
omiSSIOnS exeapted.
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OUT OF THIS WORLD: But are UFOs simply the work of clever hoaxers?

By Glen Owen
SECRE"f police details of one of
Britain's most celebrated 'close
_., ·..a. UFO ~-· ...~
enCO\Ulte... o:J WJ:wa
.u•ne ~·
released .under new Freedom of
Information measures.
Suffolk police have placed on the
internet all their IDtemal
relating to the 4Unusual Lights'
incident in Rendlesham Forest on
Boxing Day; 1980 which has since
been~ to~ a hoax.
A.merican a i rmen at R AF Wi...._d
~
bn~~e~ a s~nge 'm~!illic

memos

man at the ba...'le, that he bad turned a
battered .Alnerican police cai into a
•spacecraft' by stickmg red andgteen
leDse$ on it. and driWig round in c1rc1es in the tog with a PA loudspeaker
going arid the 6gbts fJasbing.
. He said he was bored and wanted to
play a practical joke on a friend in a
sentry box. But UFO enthusiasts c:lalm
he is "retrospectively trying to write
himself into the story".
Suffolk Cons_tabulary bas put the

phenomena over southern Hngland

duriDg the n~t·.
·
.
The follOwing day, the desk received
a second report from of(J.Cers at the
scene .who •found a place where a
craft of some sort seems to have
landed ... there were tbree marks
which did not fOllow a set pattem'.

In a ~ move, the Mmistry of
Defe!l~e bas released, tho~sands .of
classified 4ocuments from itS Special

~~ludet.known asdatedSF4. .....,..
......¥_me
an acoount.
.,....,
lr.JT7. from Ftt Lt AM Wood. a pilot at
RAF BoWmer, wbo saw 'bright Objects
a-aft
glowing lights and biero- They include a message. from the hanging over the sea'• including an
~ypbic marldngs'. The next day, land-- airbase to the COilStabuJarYs 00lll1ll8Jld object whicb_ wal! •lumino••s, round
mg marks were allegc.-dly found oo tbe desk reportjn$ a •sighting of some and four to five ttmes larger than a
ground, burns seen .on nearby trees unusual lights m the sky... (we) bave bclicoptet. ·
an~~ traces_ rec:on!ed. sent some unarmed ll"i)()pS to investi- ':!"he \JFOs w~re said to be three
documents on tts webstte, 110der the
Freedom
·of Information Act. which
came into effect this month

Con:sprracy theonsts m~wt that 1t gate, we are terming it 88 8 UFO .at miles out at a height of S,oootl.
rem~t~ a mystery - c;JesPtte the ~ present ... reports received of aertal
fess10n m 200.1 by Kevm Conde, an aJr- ·
·

Extraded by Xlrane News_ This ext.ractls a IXJDYI'Iaht work and may not be~ or otherwise ~oduced (even for irltemal
J)UIJI06eS) or resold wilhOut the prior perrnlssioil bflhe publisher, d81ails of whOm are obtainable frOm Xtrerne News. Ermm and
emissionS excepted.
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Sent:
To:

Subject:

~
DAS-FOI
FW: Freedom of Information Request

Advance Treat Official Correspondence
The MCU has received the message below, which obviously requires urgent attention. We
will now allocate it a number, log it on to our database, and send it to you in hard
copy. But in the meantime, we thought you might wish to start work on preparing an
answer now.
Regards,
Ministerial Correspondence Unit
5th Floor, Zone A
Main Building
e: Ministers@mod.uk

From:
Sent : '-'<-""'"""""'.-''
To: public@ministers.mod.uk
Subject: Freedom of Information Request
Freedom of Information Officer
Ministry of Defence
Dear Sir/Madam ,
I am writing to make an open government request for all the information to which I am
entitled under the freedom of information act. In order to assist you with this
request, I am outlining my query as specifically as possible. If however this request
is too wide or too unclear, I would be grateful if you could contact me as I
understand that under the act, you are required to advise and assist requesters.
http://news.independent.co.uk/uk/politics/story.jsp?story=603470
1. Please could I have all paperwork regarding the most credible reports of a possible
visit by extraterrestrial life-forms is one made by an RAF pilot and two NCOs at RAF
Boulmer in Northumberland.
2. Please could I have all paperwork regarding a British Airways Tri-Star on a return
flight from Portugal in July 1976 was involved in an incident which led to the
scrambling of fighter jets. (Please see the Independent's article) 3. Please could I
have all paperwork regarding all details in the Indepedent article http://news.independent.co.uk/uk/politics/story.jsp?story=603470
4. Is there any evidence that MOD or the Government making any contacts with any UFOs
in past 100 years?
5. Has UFOs been in any form of communication to the Government I MOD? Any evidence
that UFOs has been existed?
6. Has MOD I Government enter any agreements with the UFOs?
7. Is there any type of UFOs or are any reports are regarding to the same type of the
UFOs?
8. If UFOs are existed, then would the Government allow the citizens to know the
information or would they put that as strictly withheld from the public?
I understand that under the act, I should be entitled to a response within 20 working
days. I would be grateful if you could confirm in writing that you have received this
request. I look forward to hearing from you in the near future.
Yours,

1

Islingtol'l
London j

40j

==•
ALL-NEW Yahoo! Messenger - all new features - even more fun!
http://uk.messenger.yahoo.com
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r--Dear~
I am writing concerning your request for information for "Unidentified Flying Objects reported
by the Flying Saucer Working Party''. Your request has been passed to this Department as
we are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence about UFOs.
The Flying Saucer Working Party was set up in August 1950 and dissolved in June 1951. All
the surviving papers are now open to the public at The National Archives.
You can contact The National Archives at Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU,
by telephone on +44 20 8876 34444 or via their website www.nationalarchives.gov.uk. The
final report of the Flying Saucer Working Party has also been included in the Ministry of
Defence Freedom of Information Publication Scheme and can be viewed on the internet at
www.foi.mod.uk. Please search under 'UFO' and then use the link for 'Reports' which will
allow you to view an image of the document.
I hope this is helpful.

-nee
Directorate of Air ~m of Information
5th Floor, Zone H, ~
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SW1A2HB
e-mail:das-ufo-office@ mod.uk
1 March 2005
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Request Details
Response Format Requested:
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""I

Language Requested

Welsh

*Enter the request for information:
Title : Unidentified Flying Objects
Reported by the "Flying Saucer" Working Party
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FILE D/DAS/1 0/2/8/16 PART A

ENCLOSURE TRANSFERRED TO
FILE D/DAS/10/2/8/16 PART A

,
AUTHORISATION FOR THE RELEASE OF INFORMATION

Applicant:

Legal Affairs Correspondent, The Independent

Case Number: 04-01-2005-095844-003

Expiry: 2 February 2005

The Applicant has made the following request for information:
Original request was fr?'a full list of unexplained sightings of Unidentified
Flying Objects in this country. The request was then refined to a two year
period of the most recent UFO. documents.
Since his last
has also requested details about the people
making the reports, (sex, occupation and age), the circumstances in which the
sighting was made and what the MOD said about the alleged sighting.

Case for release of information
The requested information for 2005 and 2004 was sent t~on
31 January 2005. The records for 2003 had to be retrieved from the TNT
archives so there has been a~mpleting this request. This has now
been compiled for release t~ in a similar manner to the information
previously released. Personal data about those making the reports has not
been included in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
With regard to
rther enquiries, the MOD does not ask people
for their sex, age or occu
when they make a report. Although it may be
obvious from their name, what sex they are, no statistics are kept on this and
could only be compiled by examining ~ again. Occupations' are
sometimes given and where available- has been informed of those
for the period covered by his request. Witnesses very rarely give their age
and again no statistics are held. In answer to
question about the
MOD has said about
circumstances in which sightings are made
them, he has been informed of the MOD's limited interest, how reports are
handled and that none have been considered of defence concern.
A draft response to

is attached.

..
Authorisation
I hereby give authorisation for the release of the aforementioned information
to the Applicant.

Grade/Rank: ......

~?:-: ...............

Name: ... .

Authorisation Reference Number: DAS-FOI 15/05 .................................... .
Date: ......

-~~.{.~-{.~S. ..........................

DearFurther to my e-mail message of 1 February, please find attached the remaining
information which you requested concerning UFO sighting reports the MOD received
for sightings in 2003. I apologise for the delay in sending this information.
With regard to your subsequent e-mail in which you requested further details about
those who made these reports, I should inform you that we do not request information
about the sex, occupation or age of those reporting these sightings. Often it is obvious
what sex the witness is by their name, but we do not keep statistics on how many
reports are received from men and how many from women. Some people will give
details of their occupation if they think it may be relevant and where these have been
supplied for the reports made in 2003, I have included them in the attached table. For
those reports supplied with my last e-mail, only one gave their occupation and that
was for 19 July 2004 from Wellford, Berkshire which was supplied by staff working
for a Newspaper. With regard to the ages of witnesses, it is very unusual for people to
give their age when making a report.
You also asked about the circumstances in which the sightings were made and what
the MOD said about them. It may be helpful if I explain that the MOD does not have
any expertise or role in respect of 'UFO/flying saucer' matters or to the question of the
existence or otherwise of extraterrestriallifeforms, about which it remains totally
open-minded. I should add that to date the MOD knows of no evidence which
substantiates the existence of these alleged phenomena. Reports of 'UFO' sightings
we receive are examined solely to establish whether what was seen might have some
defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the United
Kingdom's airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air
activity. Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United Kingdom from an
external source, we do not attempt to identify the precise nature of each reported
sighting. We believe it is possible that rational explanations, such as aircraft lights or
natural phenomena, could be found for them, but it is not the function of the MOD to
provide this kind of aerial identification service. We could not justify expenditure of
public funds on investigations which go beyond our specific defence remit. None of
the reports received during the period of your request for information have been
considered to be of defence concern.
I hope this is helpful. If this information does not address your requirements or you
wish to complain about any aspect of the handling of this request, then you should
contact this office in the first instance. Should you remain dissatisfied, then you may
apply for an internal review by contacting the Director oflnformation Exploitation,
6th Floor, MOD Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB.

-----------------------

If you are still unhappy following an internal review, you may take your complaint to
the Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of
Information Act. Please note that the Information Commissioner will not investigate
your case until the MOD internal review process has been completed. Further details
of the role and powers of the Information Commissioner can be found on the
Commissioner's website, http://www .informationcommissioner. gov. uk.
Yours sincerely,

Directorate of Air Staff- Freedom of Information
5th Floor, Zone
40
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SW1A2HB
das-ufo-office@mod.uk
28th February 2005

Date

Time

Town I Village

County

04-Jan-03

21:15

St Glares, Nr Carmarthen

04-Jan-03

19:20

Nr Benbecula Airport

06-Jan-03

15:00

Huddersfield

West Yorkshire

07-Jan-03

21:26

Blackpool

Lancashire

08-Jan-03

22:00

Coaltown of Balgonie

Fife

10-Jan-03

03:00

Brighton

Sussex

Stirling

Scotland

10-Jan-03

Dvfed

10-Jan-03

01:00

East Dulwich

London

11-Jan-03

23:45

Bridgnorth

Salop

13-Jan-03

07:40

Dunkeld

Tayside

15-Jan-03
19-Jan-03
25-Jan-03

22:10
18:03
19:08

Cowbridge
Stonehaven
Chester

South Glamorgan
Grampian
Cheshire

29-Jan-03

18:15

Wolverhampton

West Midlands

03-Feb-03
16-Feb-03
19-Feb-03

17:20
18:30

Leyland
Birmingham
Huntingdon

Lancashire
West Midlands
Cambridgeshire

21-Feb-03

10:30

Penryn

Cornwall

Brief Description of sighting
White object with vivid flashing green, blue and red lights.
One object with a very bright light like an aircraft's landing
light, with a smaller dimmer light on top of the bright light.
Three silver or white balls in the sky, joined by another two.
Quite large. Travelling in a line.
One bright white object, hovering at first, then moving
quickly.
Changing shape. Strong blue, green and red lights
pulsating lights. Jumbo Jet sized.
Looked like a satellite re-entering, moving across the sky,
then shot off like a shooting star.
Two aircraft type objects flying next to each other. Both had
vapour trails.
Lights, that were formed in a worm shape, wriggling around
in the sky.
Oblong in shape with three vertical flashing lights, red,
yellow and green, all flashing at the same time.
Distant object moving from side to side. Bright light, brighter
than anv star. Went dim from time to time.
A large round disc, slightly smaller than the moon. Creamy
white then changed green.
Three bright lights forming a triangle. Hovering not moving.
Twelve bright lights moving from side to side.
Two triangular shaped objects, flying in perfect
syncronisation. Low humming noise- not like a normal
commercial airliner.
Bright light lit up the curtains, and for a split second
appeared to be heading for the window. Followed by a loud
bang.
Object seen. Static.
Like a shooting star falling to the ground.
A circular bright light - three arms on the object, (not
rotating), in the middle of it was a red light.

Occupation

Senior Air Traffic Controller

RAF Personnel

25-Feb-03

23:00

Southfields

London

01-Mar-03
02-Mar-03
11-Mar-03

15:54
21:50

Northampton
Pontypridd
Wellingborough

Northamptonshire
Mid-Giamoraan
Northamptonshire

Aldershot
Glastonbury

Hampshire
Somerset

30-Mar-03
30-Mar-03

20:00

31-Mar-03

09:20

05-Apr-03

03:58

07-Apr-03

02:30

Falmouth

Cornwall

11-Apr-03

22:21

Stansted Airport

Essex

23-Apr-03
24-Apr-03

18:15

Heathrow Airport
Shepherds Bush

London
London

05-May-03
13-May-03

18:30
17:45

Belfast

Northern Ireland

25-May-03
25-May-03

23:00
23:05

Sandyford
Kilmacolm

Lanarkshire
Strathclyde

25-May-03
28-May-03
30-May-03
31-May-03
08-Jun-03

23:20
07:50
23:25
21:00
17:00

St. Leonards
Great Yarmouth
KinQston-upon-Hull
Gates head
Wellingborough

East Kilbride
Norfolk
Humberside
Tyne and Wear
Northamptonshire

09-Jun-03

06:40

lsleworth

London

London

Object, not a plane, not on fliQht path and not a star.
Two large white objects, close together, looked like jets or
refuelling planes. Going at jet speed.
StranQe object, silver and shaped like a dart.
An object high up in the sky.
A very large delta shaped formation of steady red lights - no
noise.
Lights in the sky.
Two silver objects that were stationary in the sky. One
seemed to be closer than the other.
Massive object, about the size of two football pitches,
triangular shape. Took off very fast.
One craft with three yellow lights on portside and three red
lights on starboard side. Shape was between circular and
triangular or Delta wing size.
A ball of fire, very bright, with no colour.
A ball of light, with no colour, passed under an aircraft, front
to back, very fast.
Crafts cominQ down from behind the clouds.
Saw a black triangle flying quite fast and silently, through
the sky in a single direction.
Two objects that looked like stars.
The object was high and bright and had no anti-collision
lights.
Large bright light.
Huge white ball that was glowing. Looked like a flying
jellyfish.
The object was saucer shaped.
A bright liQht in the sky.
Black orb with five or six tassels underneath it.
White cylindrical object moving very fast up into the sky.
Silver object as bright as a star, changed from a cylinder to
a crescent moon shape, with red and silver stripes.

A Captain & a First Officer
of a civilian aircraft.

14-Jun-03

21:35

Llandrindod Wells

Powys

14-Jun-03
14-Jun-03
20-Jun-03

15:39
06:00
08:35

Waltham stow
Girton

London
Cambridoeshire
Kent

21-Jun-03

16:43

Richmond

London

21-Jun-03

12:32

Wimbledon

London

26-Jun-03

16:28

Melksham

Wiltshire

28-Jun-03

23:22

Glastonbury

Somerset

08-Jul-03

20:00

Hereford

Herefordshire

12-Jul-03
13-Jul-03
13-Jul-03

22:05

Rhonda
Wellingborough
Winterley

Mid-Giamorgan
Northants
Cheshire

14-Jul-03

21:30

15-Jul-03

03:25

Bermondsey

London

15-Jul-03
15-Jul-03

21:40
00:30

Galston on Sea
Malvern

Norfolk
Worcestershire

20-Jul-03
22-Jul-03

23:05

Bridlinoton
Bridlington

East Yorkshire
East Yorkshire

27-Jul-03
04-Aug-03
08-Aug-03

18:00
21:00
22:35

Gravesend
Wellingborouoh
West Kilbride

Kent
Northants
Ayrshire

20:30

Northamptonshire

Very big red light balls hovering. One red light hung smaller
and then dropped out.
Cylinder shaped object, with faint stars around it. Thought it
was metal, as light was shining off of it.
Small circular object. Blue and white translucent.
A string of two sets of two lights.
A doughnut shaped object was spotted moving from left to
right, side to side. One side was shiny and reflective, and
the other black.
Just said something was seen for three seconds. (Didn't
specify).
The object was a silvery white colour and non reflective in
the sunshine.
Orange lights moving as a group in a circular motion.
Moved slowly along.
A stationary triangular object was seen. The object
remained stationary for about 30 minutes at quite a height.
Two round objects with legs, which were black and
spinnino.
Saw a ball of light in the sky.
Appeared like a star, possibly a balloon.
Saw the biggest white light that the witness had ever seen
before. It shot off across the sky and then disappeared.
Assumed object to be a shooting star at first. No trail
behind.
Disc like object, moving in the sky slowly, poised once and
headed in a NE direction.
One light was seen. Erratic movement and stationary.
Bright white star like light. Moved from side to side, up and
down and in circles.
Silver or white object. Moved at an unbelievable speed.
Silver ball up in the sky for about an hour. Disappeared and
then returned again about an hour later.
A brilliant orange ball of light seen 2000ft up in the sky.
A star shaped object. Witness watched for a few minutes,

MOD Police

10-Aug-03

23:15

West Kilbride

Ayrshire

13-Aug-03

22:55

Maesteg

Mid-Giamorgan

14-Aug-03

18:00

Southfleet

Kent

14-Aug-03
14-Aug-03
16-Aug-03
17-Aug-03

23:57
23:09
21:00
23:45

Worcester
Newport
Amesbury
Bonnybridge

Worcestershire
Gwent
Wiltshire
Central

19-Aug-03

23:30

St Seithins

Perthshire

21-Aug-03

14:00

Lincoln

Lincolnshire

27-Aug-03
03-Sep-03

23:00
21:35

Worcester
Wellingborough

Worcestershire
Northamptonshire

04-Sep-03

23:40

Todmorden

West Yorkshire

13-Sep-03

21:40

Heckmondwike

13-Sep-03

22:40

Manchester

West Yorkshire
Greater
Manchester

13-Sep-03

20:15

Great Yarmouth

Norfolk

17-Sep-03

20:45

Northampton

Northamptonshire

17-Sep-03

21:00

Northolt

London

18-Sep-03

03:00

Wimbledon

London

then it dropped from the sky like a bomb.
Could see a few round spheres.
Round football shaped. Flashing lights-multi coloured. The
lights were on top then moved around the object.
Unusual object, with flashing lights but not like aircraft
lights, more like reflections from the sun. No trail.
Very bright white light, bigger than a star, but quickly
diminishing in size until it completely disappeared.
Orange circular object seen. Stayed stationary.
Flying saucer shaped object.
Just a sighting. No details given.
Object with two white lights with one red and one orange in
the middle, both flashing.
Cigar shaped, grey in colour with domed ends, was silent
and very slow.
A helium type balloon, size of a moon, with flashing blue
and red lights, moving north along the line of the A38 over
the area south of Worcester.
An orange ball seen about 2000ft up in the sky.
Six lights that split, at one point becoming eight lights.
Orange and red in colour.
Two circular objects, about half the apparent size of the
moon. Very_ dull yellow.
Round, white lights in the sky.
Bright as Mars. White light. Dim. Moved in a South East
direction.
Two small, star size objects, much darker orange or rust
colour, followed by another two doing manoeuvres.
One object. White brilliant light, flickering yellow and red.
Extremely brighter than other stars around it. Moving from
side to side.
Triangular object, copper coloured. Hovered over the house
for about a minute then disappeared.

Senior Curator/Royal
Armouries Museum

•
19-Sep-03

22:30

22-Sep-03

Ashby De La Launde, Nr
Digby
Hove

Lincolnshire

A object spinning above a house.

East Sussex

A red unidentified flying object, definitely not an aeroplane.
An unusual object, falling from a cloud, like it was burning,
Verv fast. Was viewed for five minutes.
Two pairs of objects that were not recognisable as aircraft
and were purple in colour.
Very large object with flashing lights.
Two objects travelling side by side overhead. Dull red in
colour.

24-Sep-03

19:25

Barry

South Glamorgan

24-Sep-03
14-0ct-03

20:45
06:56

Northampton
Whitney

Northamptonshire
Oxfordshire

26-0ct-03

21:06

North Wirral

Merseyside

05-Nov-03

16:30

Southbound on the A 11

17-Nov-03
25-Nov-03
01-Dec-03

02:25
14:25

Bromley
Wem
Woodbridge

Kent
Shropshire
Suffolk

02-Dec-03

01:20

Aylesbury

Buckingham shire

02-Dec-03

01:30

Thame

Oxfordshire

17-Dec-03

19:15

Wokingham

Berkshire

29-Dec-03

01:50

Nr Barnton Park

Edinburgh

Ash burton

Devon

Wellingborough

Northam ptonshire

Wig an

Lancashire

Two bright lights in the sky.
There were 20-30 red flashing lights in the sky
accompanied by a whirring noise.
A strange bright orange/red light in the sky.
An unusual aircraft, but with strange lights.
Nothing was seen, but a loud noise was heard, like a
balloon letting out air.
A loud noise like a hot air balloon was heard, but nothing
was seen.
The object was black/dark with lights along the side and a
weird strobe light. Was about 60 ft across. Very high in the
sky.
A steady bright light in the sky resembling the front of a
helicopter.
(Seen for six weeks - Feb/March 2003). Two strange lights
in the sky.
(Seen for three weeks in Feb 2003). Very bright white light
with five other lights around it, that were moving. Looked
like a barrage balloon from World War 2.
(Seen 2003). 17 spaceships. V shaped, oblong, wings and
different colours. Could see green aliens with cream
coloured bellies.

Assistant Secretary/RAF
Dependants Fund
Police Officers/Police
helicopter crew

Newspaper Editor

•
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From:
Sent:

~ndependent.co.uk
01 February 2005 11:51

To:
Subject: Re: Freedom of Information Request

Dea~he reports from before 1977 now held at the national archive give much more detail. For
exam~ve more detailabout the person making the report ( sex, occupation and age) the
cirumstances in which the sighting was made and what the MOD have said about the alleged sighting. I belive
the MOD's S4F department have fuller inofrmation. If there is a resource issue concerning this information I
would only require further details of sightings for this year and if possible 2004 .

Thank you for your

This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email

03/02/2005

I am writing concerning your Freedom of Information request about UFO sighting reports
received by the Ministry of Defence. Thank you for refining your request to a two year period
of the most recent sightings.
Please see attached details of UFO sightings received for 2004 and those received to date in
2005, as requested. Personal data about the people who reported these sightings has not
been included in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. We have recalled our files
from Archives which contain the reports for 2003 and I will send you similar details as soon as
these arrive.
I hope this information is helpful. I will write to you again as soon as possible with the
outstanding information.
Yours sincerely,

Directorate of Air. .
om of Information
51h Floor, Zone H,
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SW1A2HB
das-ufo-office@ mod.uk
51

1 February 2005

UFO sighting reports received by the MOD

2005
Date

Time

14-Jan-05

00:24

14-Jan-05
15-Jan-05

23:15

Town I Village

County

Leeds

West Yorkshire

St Clements
Stoke-on-Trent
Chatteris
Whitstable

Cornwall
Staffordshire
Cambridgeshire
Kent

Brief Description of Sighting
Two bright lights, round, and orange in colour.
A bright light was seen heading towards the earth through the
clouds.
Just said it was a flying saucer.
Just said that it was a sighting.
Strange lights were seen in the sky.

2004
Date

Town I Village

Time

County

02-Jan-04

04:30

Ayr

Strathclyde

09-Jan-04
09-Jan-04
12-Jan-04
27-Jan-04
27-Jan-04
28-Jan-04
28-Jan-04

14:00
22:30
16:30
21:00
23:08
18:30
18.15

Market Harborough
Thaxted
Huddersfield
Peterborough
Retford
Peterborough
Billingsley

Leicestershire
Essex
West Yorkshire
Cambridgeshire
NottinQhamshire
Cambridgeshire
Shropshire

04-Feb-04
08-Feb-04

06:15
21:45

Grosmont
Ely

North Yorkshire
Cambridgeshire

11-Feb-04

21:05

Hoi beach

Lincolnshire

Brief Description of Sighting
A square red object, pinkish at the front.
One large black triangular aircraft with three bright lights in a
triangle formation. There was a rumbling sound.
StranQe liQht that was watched for one and a half hours.
Round object with white lights all around it.
Four dull red lights above the house, travellinQ fast and low.
One object seen over Retford Town Hall.
Flashing green lights 1000-5000ft up in the sky.
LiQhts in the niQht sky flyinQ in formation.
Object appeared to be a soundless pair of lights, one yellow, the
other white. No discernable shape.
Four lights, one brighter than the others, sometimes fadinQ.
Two objects, described as a fast pair of speeding lights - very
fast briQht liQht.

18-Feb-04

16:02

Rhyl

Clwyd

01-Mar-04
17-Mar-04

20:00
20:20

Lowestoft
Edinburgh

Suffolk
Lothian

25-Mar-04

22:10

Leighton Buzzard

Bedfordshire

27-Mar-04
02-Apr-04
09-Apr-04

12:30
17:57

West Kilbride
Greater Chesterford

Sri Lanka
Ayrshire
Essex

09-Apr-04

19:30

Dim church

Kent

11-Apr-04
14-Apr-04

20:43
10:30

Seaforth
WellinQborough

North ants

14-Apr-04
15-Apr-04
16-Apr-04
16-Apr-04

20:27
22:20
22:40
22:55

Honley
West Kilbride
West Kilbride
West Kilbride

West Yorkshire
Ayrshire
Ayrshire
Ayrshire

19-Apr-04

22:10

Filey

North Yorkshire

22-Apr-04
22-Apr-04
25-Apr-04

16:30
08:50

Goole
Queensbury
Primrose Hill

East Yorkshire
West Yorkshire
London

29-Apr-04
05-May-04
10-May-04

22:30
23:10
22:45

Derby
KinQs Lynn

Derbyshire
Norfolk
Cumbria

Storth

Merseyside

Large black object over Rhyl.
Yellow light in a circular formation. The flash shot across the sky
and the lights went out.
Fast moving bright light.
Large ball of light. Looked like a rocket. No sound generally, but
at times, a slight whirrinQ sound.
Saw the object at 17:30 Sri Lankan time. The object looked like
a ring doughnut and was orange and had other rings of colour
surrounding it too.
One sphere.
60ft long symmetrical object.
Just said it was an object. That it was flying over very fast and
then disappeared.
Saw a UFO, with a cluster of four bright lights in a ring shape on
it. Three beams of white light shone upwards and then
disappeared.
A round object was flying overhead at a very fast speed.
Looked like a Jellyfish flying in the sky. May have had two bright
lights on the side of the object.
Yellow sphere. Verv briQht.
Yellow sphere.
Yellow sphere.
Two objects travelling together. They climbed at an incredible
speed, and headed south down the coast.
The object looked like a boomerang and was stationary over a
power station. An aircraft was circling the object.
Just said an obiect.
The object was a rectangle shape with a white light.
Four bright lights, plus the outer circle of the round object, had
eight lights going round in a clockwise direction.
A briQht, pulsinQ-spider lookinQ object.
Looked like a bright star and was moving around like a kite.

10-May-04
14-May-04
15-May-04
17-May-04
19-May-04

22:47
03:10

23:20

West Kilbride
Leeds
West Kilbride
West Kilbride
West Kilbride

Ayrshire
West Yorkshire
Ayrshire
Ayrshire
Ayrshire

20-May-04
20-May-04
20-May-04

09:43
11:15
13:30

Nelson
Skipton

Surrey
Lancashire
North Yorkshire

22-May-04
25-May-04
25-May-04
30-May-04

23:50
17:00
12:15

Paignton
West Kilbride
West Kilbride

Devon
Ayrshire
Ayrshire

01-Jun-04

00:00

Hamilton

Lanarkshire

02-Jun-04

00:35

Hamilton

Lanarkshire

02-Jun-04
04-Jun-04
05-Jun-04
14-Jun-04

01:00
21:07

Hayes
Coventry
Wellingborough
Rushden

Middlesex
West Midlands
North ants
North ants

14-Jun-04
21-Jun-04

23:15
17:55

Oldham

Greater Manchester

13-Jul-04

01:00

Winchmore Hill

London

14-Jul-04

23:10

Corby

Northants

19-Jul-04

22:20

Wellford

Berkshire

09:30

Bridgend

Two yellow spheres, going at a tremendous speed.
A very bright light and also saw strobe lights near the bright light.
Two spheres.
One sphere.
Large bright sphere.
The witness had seen the object so clearly, that grooves and
windows could be seen and no room for humans to fit within it.
The object was white in colour and 'chewy mint' shaped.
Looked like a light, transparent ring.
Two objects were both an orange colour and were disc shaped.
They looked like aircraft without wings and were very silent.
Long single, black cylinder type object about 200ft long.
One sphere.
Five bright spheres flying beside each other.
The object was a bright light and it was flashing and making
engine noises.
One object with a bright, white flashing light, and was making
engine noises.
Object looked like a comet at first, was quite bright and got
lighter as it grew bigger.
One long, black, cigar shaped obiect.
A black 'UFO' was seen flying over a Methodist Church.
A 'UFO' was following an airliner.
One object,about 70ft long, with brilliant bright lights. The object
changed shape, just before the sight was lost.
One long, black, cigar shaped object.
Object was extremely large, completely circular and the lights on
it were pulsating different colours.
Bright yellow light, low level, appeared from nowhere for about
ten seconds.
Ball of flames with a solid underneath, the flames went out and
came on again, and then plummeted to earth.

•

28-Jul-04

Lynton nr Exmoor

Devon

31-Jul-04

22:45

Shepton Mallet

Somerset

07-Aug-04
07-Aug-04

04:30

Chingford

16-Aug-04
29-Aug-04

23:35

West Kilbride
Lough ton

London
Newcastle upon Tyne
Ayrshire

Greens ide

01-Sep-04

03:05
15:55

Glossop

Essex
Derbyshire

02-Sep-04

23:50

Deal

Kent

04-Sep-04

14:30

White Hill

East Hampshire

05-Sep-04

10:24

Birmingham

West Midlands

05-Sep-04

15:20

Barry

South Glamorgan

07-Sep-04

11:30

Holywell

Flintshire

08-Sep-04

20:15

Cardiff

09-Sep-04

23:20

Dumfries

South Glamorgan
Dumfries & Galloway

16-Sep-04
20-Sep-04

03:50
22:00

lwerne Minster
Lutterworth

Somerset
Leicestersh ire

24-Sep-04

06:30

Devizes

Wiltshire

24-Sep-04

06:30

Newport

Dyfed/South Wales

Swindon

Wiltshire

24-Sep-04

The object looks like a bigwhite triangle on the horizon.
Three very strange, bright orange objects, which were quite
large and going in an upward direction.
Strange looking object, bigger than an aircraft, it had mesh
around it and red, blue, green and yellow lights around the
outside.
Only reported as alien sightings above the house.
Five spheres spotted, flying together.
The obiect was white, hazy and round, and there was no noise.
Silver disc.
The object was very bright and was of large proportions. Large
in velocity.
The object was a black cylinder rectangle shape and was the
size of a house. One minute the colour was black and then
changed to a silver colour.
An object was seen the size of a ten pence piece. It had a
domed top and bottom. Was metallic in appearance.
The object was a bright light at first and then looked like a box
kite. There was no sound, wings or fuselage.
Two silvery objects, they were pulling apart and moving together
and they left vapour trails as they were moving.
Large flash of light which turned into a grey object descending
over Cardiff bay, with trailing smoke behind it.
Spotted strange lights over the town.
The object looked like a great bright light and was really intense,
like a big ball of fire, rapidly moving towards the ground.
Flashing lights.
Looked like a big ball of fire coming down from the sky with a tail
and sparks coming off of the end of it.
One object that looked like a disc, with a tail and was shiny.
Saw a big orange disc going from East to West. Said the object
was totally silent and moving quite slowly.

30-Sep-04

21:10

Porchester

Hampshire

10-0ct-04

10:15

Strath Bongo/Glasgow

Strathclyde

10-0ct-04

22:15

Colchester

Essex

11-0ct-04
12-0ct-04
18-0ct-04
06-Nov-04

02:35
20:07

Preston
Dumfries
Wimbledon
Driffield

Lancashire
Dumfries & Galloway
London
East Yorkshire

Warmington

North ants

21:25

09-Nov-04

11-Nov-04

14:15

IIford

Essex

19-Nov-04

08:02

Douglas

Isle of Man

26-Nov-04

21:00

West Kilbride

Ayrshire

29-Nov-04

17:15

Wellingborough

Northants

10-Dec-04
15-Dec-04
27-Dec-04

17:25
08:30
17:15

Broxburn/Edinburgh
Lisburn/Belfast
Wellingborough

Lothian
County Antrim
Northants

Leicester

Leicestersh ire

Letchworth

Bedfordshire

Just mentioned a sighting.
The object looked like a wide test tube shape, that moved from
the South East.
Bright orange/red colour object, rapidly and randomly changing
direction, from East to West.
The object was a round sphere like the moon and it had green
and red flashing lights and was very noisy.
Strange lights over the town.
A few objects.
The object had three to four different colour lights.
The object was very bright like the sun, and it looked like the
size of a space hopper! Had flames coming off of it, so it could
have been a meteorite! Now says probably was!
The object was the size of a round beach ball and black. Looked
disc shaped when it became stationary in the sky. Had no
wings.
The object was a silver disc, with solar panels, but turned out to
be an ATR 42- twin propeller, Euromanx aeroplane.
Witnessed at least 25 yellow spheres, flying in groups of five,
flying North over West Kilbride.
A group of lights were seen and then a buzzing noise was
heard.
Ball of fire, with a tail five to seven times the diameter of the ball.
Bright orange with a weaker orange tail. Meteorite?
Three bright lights moving in the sky.
A 'UFO' was seen, and then it changed into a bright light.
Three to four discs, that looked oval shape when the discs
moved to the side. Moved in a triangular formation across the
sky.
Two objects flying around the sky for about two hours, and that
they were going quite slow. (Seen in December '04).

AUTHORISATION FOR THE RELEASE OF INFORMATION
Applicant:

Legal Affairs Correspondent, The Independent

Case Number: 04-01-2005-095844-003 Expiry: 2 February 2005

The Applicant has made the following request for information:
Please publish a full list of unexplained sightings of Unidentified Flying
Objects in this country.

The request was refined to the following:
A two year period of the most recent UFO documents.

Case for release of information
was informed that we are compiling a database for publication in
June 2005. We have finished the database for 2004 and made entries to date
in 2005. We can supply this information immediately. Personal data about the
people who reported these sightings has not been included in accordance
with the Data Protection Act 1998. The records for 2003 are contained in files
at TNT. We have requested that these be returned to us urgently and will
supply similar information for 2003 as soon as they arrive.

Authorisation
I hereby give authorisation for the release of the aforementioned information
to the Applicant.

$.:?.-..................

Grade/Rank: ...

Name: ..

Authorisation Reference Number: DAS-FOI 07/05 .................................... .
Date: ....

?..t./.!.l.?.?. ............................ .

..

Sent:
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28 January 2005 11 :29

To:
Subject: Re: Freedom of Information Request

Dea~
Thank you for your response to my FOI request and helping me to understand the cost implications of such a
wide inquiry. Therefore may I take your advice to refine my request to a two year period of the most recent
UFO documents. Please don't hesitate to offer more guidance on how my new request could be made more
manageable.

To:
28/01/05 08:33 am

~ependent.co.uk>

cc:
Subject:

Freedom of Information Request

Reference: 04-01-2005-095844-003
I am writing concerning your Freedom of Information request for a full list of unexplained sightings of UFOs in
this country. Your request has been passed to this department as we are the focal point within the Ministry of
Defence for correspondence about UFOs.
This department holds details of UFO sightings reported to the MOD and public correspondence about UFOs
(some of which also contains sighting reports) spanning a 25 year period. These records are not held
electronically, but are filed on paper files in the order in which they were received. In order to gather the
information you are seeking a manual search of the whole 25 year period of records would be required. It has
been assessed that the cost of such an exercise would exceed the permitted £600 limit set for compliance
with the Freedom of Information Act and as provided by Section 12 of the Act, the Ministry of Defence is not
obliged to comply with your request.
You may wish to be aware, however, that in order to assist members of the public with enquiries about UFO
sightings reported to the MOD, this department is currently compiling a database of reports which we intend to
publish in the MOD Freedom of Information Publication Scheme at the end of June 2005. The Scheme can be
found on the internet at http://www.foi.mod.uk. You may wish to wait until this is published as this would
answer your enquiry in full. In the meantime, we could assist you with the information you are seeking if you
reduce or refine your request to allow a limited search of records and to bring the cost of compliance with the
Freedom of Information Act under the permitted limit. I suggest this would equate to records spanning a one
or two year period. Please contact me if you require further advice and assistance on refining your request. If I
do not hear from you by 28 February 2005 I will assume that you do not wish to pursue this request further.
If you are dissatisfied with this decision or wish to complain about any aspect of the handling of this request,
then you should contact the undersigned in the first instance. Should you remain dissatisfied, then you may
apply for an internal review by contacting the Director of Information Exploitation, sth Floor,

28/01/2005

Page 2 of2

-OD Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1 A 2HB.
If you are still unhappy following an internal review, you may take your complaint to the Information
Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of Information Act. Please note that the
Information Commissioner will not investigate your case until the MOD internal review process has been
completed. Further details of the role and powers of the Information Commissioner can be found on the
Commissioner's website, http://www..inforrnationGornmission~r.gov.ul<.
Yours sincerely,

Ministry of Defence
Directorate of Air Staff - Freedom of Information
sth Floor, Zone H . I - O I
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SW1A2HB
das-ufo-office@ mod. uk
271h January 2005
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Directorate of Air Staff- Freedom of Information
5th Floor, Zone H,
Main Building, Whitehall
LONDON SWlA 2HB
Telephone: (Direct
(Swi~89000

(FaxDII address: DAS-FOI
E-Mail:

FAX MESSAGE
TO: URGENT REQUEST FOR FILES

SUBJECT: Freedom of Information Request for Information
DATE: 28th January 2005
NUMBER OF PAGES INCLUDING THIS COVER: 2

The following files are required for urgent return to this office in order to
answer a Freedom of Information Request for Information.
D/DAS/64/2 Part 0 (2002-2003)- UFO Reports
D/DAS/64/3 Part Z (2002-2003) - UFOs Public Correspondence &
Requests for Information.
- UFOs Public Correspondence &
D/DAS/64/3 Part AA (2003)
Requests for Information.
These files were sent to Hayes on 28/6/2004.
Our UIN number is F6208A.

Please telephone me to confirm that you have received this request.
Please also let me know immediately if there is any problem or delays
with retrieving these files.

--

TRANSMISSION

REPORT

ttunber

SID

Date/Tine
Dialled nunber
Durat.

8'38"

J1ode

ttORJ1AL

Pages

2

Status

Correct

Directorate of Air Staff- F~
5"' Floor, Zone H,
n 4Q
Main Building,
LONDON SWlA 2HB

FAX MESSAGE
TO: URGENT REQUJ!ST FOR FILJ!S

SUBJECT: Freedom oflnformation Request for Information
DATE:

28"' January 2005

NUMBER OF PAGES INCLUDING TIDS COVER: 2

The following flies are required for urgent retum to this olllce In order to
answer a Freedom of Information Flequeat for Information.
DIDAS/6412 Part 0 (2002-2003} ·UFO Reports
DIOAS/6413 Part Z (2002·2003) - UFOs Public Correspondence &
Requests for Information.
DIOAS/6413 Part AA (2003)
- UFOs Public Coneepondenc:e &
R~ for Information.

TheM flies - • sent to Hayes on 28/612004.

Our UIN number IS F6208A.

-Date

28-81-85 12:13

Dear
Reference: 04-01-2005-095844-003
I am writing concerning your Freedom of Information request for a full list of unexplained
sightings of UFOs in this country. Your request has been passed to this department as we are
the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence about UFOs.
This department holds details of UFO sightings reported to the MOD and public
correspondence about UFOs (some of which also contains sighting reports) spanning a 25
year period. These records are not held electronically, but are filed on paper files in the order
in which they were received. In order to gather the information you are seeking a manual
search of the whole 25 year period of records would be required. It has been assessed that
the cost of such an exercise would exceed the permitted £600 limit set for compliance with
the Freedom of Information Act and as provided by Section 12 of the Act, the Ministry of
Defence is not obliged to comply with your request.
You may wish to be aware, however, that in order to assist members of the public with
enquiries about UFO sightings reported to the MOD, this department is currently compiling a
database of reports which we intend to publish in the MOD Freedom of Information
Publication Scheme at the end of June 2005. The Scheme can be found on the internet at
http://www.foi.mod.uk. You may wish to wait until this is published as this would answer your
enquiry in full. In the meantime, we could assist you with the information you are seeking if
you reduce or refine your request to allow a limited search of records and to bring the cost of
compliance with the Freedom of Information Act under the permitted limit. I suggest this would
equate to records spanning a one or two year period. Please contact me if you require further
advice and assistance on refining your request. If I do not hear from you by 28 February 2005
I will assume that you do not wish to pursue this request further.
If you are dissatisfied with this decision or wish to complain about any aspect of the handling
of this request, then you should contact the undersigned in the first instance. Should you
remain dissatisfied, then you may apply for an internal review by contacting the Director of
Information Exploitation, 61h Floor,
MOD Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB.
If you are still unhappy following an internal review, you may take your complaint to the
Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of Information
Act. Please note that the Information Commissioner will not investigate your case until the
MOD internal review process has been completed. Further details of the role and powers of
the Information Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner's website,
http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk.
Yours sincerely,

~nee
..... -•-'

. . . . edom of Information

Main Building
Whitehall
London
SW1A2HB
das-ufo-office@ mod.uk
21'h January 2005
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Sent:

04 January 2005 10:08

To:
Subject: FW: freeedom of information request

~
~01 request I had from the Independent journalist that I just called about. I have logged it on the
AIT and internally transferred it to DAS on the AIT system, in case that doesn't work here's the original
request.

~CSlion 401
.uk [mailto:~dependent.co.uk]

Please publish a full list of unexplained sightings of Unidentified Flying
Objects in this country.
Please relpy to above email address.
the Independent.

Legal Affairs Correspondent,

This email has been scanned by the MessageLabs Email Security System.
For more information please visit http://www.messagelabs.com/email
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From:
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Directorate of Air Staff5th Floor, Zone H,
Main Building, Whitehall
LONDON SWlA 2HB

FAX MESSAGE
TO:FAO ~rchive Services
SUBJECT: Request for retrieval of an archived nte
DATE:9 February 2005
NUMBER OF PAGES INCLUDING THIS COVER: 1

Please could you arrange for the following file to be returned to me
urgently to answer a Freedom of Information request from a journalist.
This file was originally requested on 28th January but has yet to be sent to
me. I have already faxed to you a copy of the receipt we received when
the file was archived. It is now critical that we are sent this file asap.
D/DAS/64/3 Part AA - UFOs Public Correspondence and
Requests for
·

--

TRANSMISSION

REPORT

ttulllber

SID

Date/Ti111e

9-82

-Date

16:48

Dialled nulllber
Durat.

8'25"

Mode

ttORMAL

Pages

1

Status

Correct

¥
Directorate of Air Staff- Freedom oflnformation
5th Floor, Zone H,
I
Main Building, ~l'tJ
LONDON SWlA 2HB

n 40

FAX MESSAGE

TO:FAO~tf'M'iv4trr'"
SUBJECT: Requeot for retrieval of an arcbived me
DATE:9 February ZOOS

NUMBER OF PAGES INCLUDING THIS COVER: I

ation 40/
Please could you arrange for the following file to be returned to me
urgently to answer a Freedom of Information request from a journalist.
This file was originally requested on 28th January but has yet to be sent to
me. l have already faxed to you a copy of the receipt we received when
the file was archived. lt is now critical that we are sent this file asap.
D/DAS/64/3 Patt AA- UFOs Public Correspondence and
Requests for

89-82-85 16:48

ENCLOSURE TRANSFERRED TO
FILE D/DAS/1 0/2/8/16 PART A

•

•
From:Direct~- Freedom of Information

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
5th

Floor, Zone H, Main Building, Whitehall, London
Telephone

(Direct dial)

e-mail

das-ufo-office@mod.

(Switchboard)
(Fax)

020 7218 2140

!0!20~7~2~18~9~0~00~

Your Reference

..

Our Reference
D/DAS/10/2/8/13 B
Drute
24 February 2005

Lewes

Dear
I am writing concerning the two requests for information you made for "any documentation,
correspondence or the contents of any files you hold on UFO sightings since July 1 2004" and
"any documentation, correspondence or the contents of any files you hold on research and studies
relating to crop circles". Your requests have been passed to this Department as we are the focal
point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence regarding UFOs.
With regard to your first request I should inform you that the records we hold of reports of UFO
sightings and correspondence about UFOs (some of which also contain sighting reports) are not
held electronically but are filed on paper files in the order in which they are received. Before any
of this information can be released personal data has to be removed in accordance with the Data
Protection Act 1998. If we were to process copies of all the records relevant to your request the
costs would exceed the £600 limit set for compliance with the Freedom of Information Act 2000
and as provided by Section 12 of the Act, the Ministry of Defence is not obliged to comply with
your request. If however, you could be more specific about the information you are seeking we
may be able to assist you. In the meantime, you may wish to be aware that we are compiling a
database of UFO sighting reports which we intend to publish in the MOD Freedom of Information
Publication Scheme at the end of June 2005. If you wish to look at the Publication Scheme, it can
be found on the internet at www.foi.mod.uk.
As for your request concerning information about research and studies relating to crop circles, I
am unable to provide any information as there is no evidence to suggest that these phenomena are
caused by anything of military concern and the MOD does not therefore investigate reported
sightings or carry out any research into them.
Yours sincerely,
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Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
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Response Format Requested:

!Hard Copy

Language Requested

Welsh

*Enter the request for information:
Any documentation, correspondence or the contents of any files you hold on research and studies relating to crop
circles.
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Workflow Options
AIT Main
View
Audit Trail
Comments Log
Saved Search Result
Contact Details
Documents
Actions
Assign Within My Group
Change Alert Settings
Edit Request Details
Upload Document
Close Case
Take Ownership

Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Request Details
Response Format Requested:

IHard Copy

Language Requested

Welsh

*Enter the request for information:
Any documentation, correspondence or the contents of any files you hold on UFO sightings since July 1 2004

Record storage location of Applicant request (or upload document).
Letter held with Info-Access
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Search for family who 'saw UFOs'
Fresh reports of UFO
sightings over Derbyshire
have emerged with the
release of government
documents under the new
Freedom of Information
Act.

SEE AlSO:

The papers reveal a family
from Crich claim they saw
The lights were spotted
strange lights in the sky 11
in 1994
years ago and made a report to the RAF.

over Derbyshire

A Cardiff researcher is trying to trace that family in an effort
to shed some light on the subject.
But Chris Fowler said the identity of the eyewitnesses
remains a mystery.

Massive sky fla:
15 Dec 04! OJ
'Alien encounte
06 Aug 04 ! Sc
UFO lights werE
30 Jun 03! Su
'Proof of aliens'
15 Jan 03 I En
In pictures: Ha·
landed?
15 Jan 03 I En
RElATED BBC U

He said they made an official
report, which he has seen
under the new act, but their
names have been blanked
out.

Unexplained

The helicopters circle
around and after the UFO
reappears after they fly off
Chris Fowler, UFO hunter

RElATED INTER!

Ufology
The BBC is not n
content of exterr
TOP DERBYSHII

Mr Fowler said there is video coverage of the alleged sighting
in August 1994 as well.

"It was videotaped and after a few minutes you can see
helicopters approaching and as one of them gets quite close,
the UFO disappears," he said.

Three treated a
Police ease stat
Park revamp to
Millwall hint at

IIIII

I What

TOP IJK STORIE

"Then the helicopters circle around and after the UFO
reappears after they fly off."
The sighting was independently witnessed by the family who
reported it to the RAF - and it was forwarded to the Ministry
of Defence.

Road charge pi;
Religious hatret
Climbie worker'
Australia scare

IIIII

I What

The video was shot by another person in Derbyshire and
shown on lTV on 1995.
The MOD have said they did not have a helicopter in the area
at the time.
Iiiii E-mail this to a friend

~ Printable version

LINKS TO MORE DERBYSHIRE STORIES

http://news.bbc.co.uk/l!hi/england/derbyshire/4434627.stm

09/06/2005

----------------------.,

App
Case Number: 13-01-2005-090951-002

Expiry: 9 February 2005

The Applicant has made the following request for information:
Documented information on the following UFO sighting reports:
1. UFO sig~F Lyneham during May 1994. The UFO was captured
on video b y - o f Pinehurst, Swindon. The footage was featured on
BBC's programme 'Fortean Review of 1994'. The commentary said that Air
Traffic Controllers at nearby RAF Lyneham admitted the mystery vessel did
appear on their radar screens. In a letter dated 3rd April1997, Squadron
Air Traffic Control RAF Lyneham said he believed 2 of his
controllers were involved in a TV programme on the subject.
2. Sighting reported to the MOD of two lights in the sky by a witness at Crick,
Matlock at around 2330 hrs on 23rd August 1994. The UFO was recorded on
video by another m~lic and featured on the lTV programme
'Schofield's Quest'. - S e c r e t a r i a t (Air Staff)2a stated in a letter
dated 14th December 1995 that "there were no military aircraft booked in to
Night Low Flying training sector 3A on the evening in question".
3. UFO sighting over Cardiff on 11th May 1996, reported to RAF St Athan.
Case for release of information
1. A search of our UFO reports, correspondence and policy files for the whole
of 1994 has revealed no record of this sighting. It is possible that staff at RAF
Lyneham became involved with the TV programme and never passed the
repo~es at RAF Lyneham by the Station Navigation Officer,
Fit L t - h a s not revealed any relevant surviving information.
2. We have a report from a family in Crick, Matlock who reported lights over
Crick on 23 August 1994 at 2130 hrs and again on 24 August 1994 at 2100
hrs. There are also two file notes on our policy file concerning a request for
information from Schofield's Quest and a trace of the night low flying sector.
A copy of these can be supplied t o - but as we do not know if these
people appeared on Schofield's Quest, I have removed their personal
information in accordance with DPA98.
3. T W o r t we received on 11th May 1996 from RAF St Athan was the
one
reported himself. We can supply a copy. No DPA98 redaction
required.

rAuthorisation
I hereby give authorisation for the release of the aforementioned information
to the Applicant.

Ez..

Grade/Rank: ........................... Name:
Authorisation Refereloce Number: DAS-FOI 12/05 .................................... .

?:.?...l.'?.. .f?._?, .........................

Date: ...... .

I have now examined the files we hold for the period of interest to you and
I should be able to send copies of those documents which are relevant to
your request within the next few days.
With regard to your question about reports from the armed forces, I should
advise you that UFO sighting reports are all filed together in the order in
which they are received regardless of who made the report. We very
occasionally receive reports from military personnel but no separate records
are kept of these.
I will write to you again very soon regarding your request for information.
Yours sincerely,

DAS-FOI
18 February 2005

Dear
thank your for your e-mail in reply to my FOIA request with the MoD.
I
look forward to your proper reply sometime soon.
I take it that the
requested files you mention cover reports made by civilians to the MoD etc.
Are reports made by people in the armed forces kept in different files?
Thanks again for your help.
Yours sincerely,

Original Message:

Dear

I am writing concerning your request for information about three UFO
sightings between May 1994 and April 1997. Your request has been passed
to this department as we are the focal point within the Ministry of
Defence for correspondence concerning UFOs.

The records we hold of the sighting reports and correspondence we
receive are not held electronically, but are filed on paper files in the
order in which they were received. This means that in order to see if
there are any documents relevant to your request a search of all the
files of the period is necessary. We have identified 12 files which hold
information received between the dates you gave and we have requested
that these files be returned to us from our archives outside of London.
We expect to receive these documents in the next few days and once we
have been able to examine them I will be able to answer your request in
full.
In the meantime, if you wish to contact this department directly,
please use the e-mail or postal addresses at the end of this message.

Yours sincerely,

Ministry of Defence
Directorate of Air Staff - Freedom of Information
5th Floor, Zone H,
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SWlA 2HB

E-Mail: das-ufo-office@mod.uk

mail2web - Check your email from the web at
http://mail2web.com/ .

Directorate of Air Staff - Freedom of Information

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
5th

Floor, Zone H, Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1 A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)

e-mail

das-ufo-office @mod.

(Fax)

020 7218 2140
020 7218 9000

1£2 21!21 I I3
j

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/1 0/2/8/13
Date
24 February 2005

Dear
Further to my e-mail message of9 February concerning your request for information about three
UFO sightings, I am now in a position to give you a substantive reply. I apologise for the delay,
which was due to the need to retrieve and search a large amount of material held in Archives.
With regard to your first request, a search of our records for the whole of 1994 has revealed no
documents relating to the alleged incident near RAF Lyneham in May 1994. It is possible that
RAF Lyneham handled this incident and subsequent press interest locally. I have contacted
RAF Lyneham on your behalf, but they have been unable to locate any relevant surviving
information about these events.
For your second request I have located documents concerning a report from a family in Crick,
Matlock who reported lights seen over Crick on 23 August 1994 at 2130 hours and again on 24
August 1994 at 21 00 hours. There are also two file notes concerning a request for information
from Schofield's Quest. Copies of these documents are enclosed for your information. Personal
data has been removed in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998.
The only UFO sighting report we received relevant to your third request was the one you made to
RAF St Athan on 11th May 1996. I enclose a copy for your information.
I hope this is helpful. If this information does not address your requirements or you wish to
complain about any aspect of the handling of this request, then you should contact the
undersigned in the first instance. Should you remain dissatisfied, then you may apply for an
internal review by contacting the Director of Information Exploitation, 6th Floor, MOD Main
Building, Whitehall, SW1A 2HB.
If you are still unhappy following an internal review, you may take your complaint to the
Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the Freedom of Information Act.
Please note that the Information Commissioner will not investigate your case until the MOD
internal review process has been completed. Further details of the role and powers of the
Information Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner's website,
http://www.informationcommissioner.gov.uk.
Yours sincerely,
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SIGHTING -23

- 2345 HRS - MANSFIELD SHIREBROOK AREA

I can confirm that we did not receive any reports of
unexplained aerial phenomena which fit in with the location/
timing above.
I asked the low flying complaints cell to run a log and trace
to see whether there were any military low flying training
activities that evening (helos, jets, props) and nothing at all
was booked in the relevant Night Low Flying Sector 3A.
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D/Sec(AS)/64/1

~

4 Oct 95

SIGHTING - 23 AUG 94 - 2345 HRS - MANSFIELD/SHIREBROOK AREA
Further to my note of yesterday, in response to the query from
"Schofields Quest", I understand that the sighting was in fact
in 1994 and not this year. I have therefore looked at our
files for last year and also requested another interrogation of
the night military low flying system.
We did receive a report of "two lights in the sky" from a
witness in erich, Matlock, at around 2330 hrs on 23 Aug 94.
However, we are satisfied that the sighting did not represent a
matter of defence concern.
No military aircraft were booked into Night Low Flying training
sector 3A on the evening in question .
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TO

FROM COMMCEN ST A THAN

..

REPORT OF AN 'UNIDEN'I'IfUiQ EL\'JNG OBJEct

a.

Name and eddregs ofinformant:

b.

Teleohone:

c.

Date. time and duration Gf siJltiPg:
i 'f;f~May 96

d.

12.45 lu's L fOr less than one minute

~n of olzject:

Bright white Jight; solid no shape. No strobe ligl:tts.

e.

Exw ROsltion ofqbscrvc.c .
aut.ide :tront door of"houae lookins toward9 central Carditt
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I am looking for any documented information on the following reported UFO
sightings:-

11 UFO radar sightin~eham during May 1994. The UFO was also
captured on video by~fPinehurst, Swindon. The footage was featured on
BBC's programme 'Fortean Review of 1994', with the commentary:"and closer to home in Swindon, Wiltshire, this alien craft was filmed hovering over
Pinehurst. Air Traffic controllers at nearby RAF Lyneham admitted the mystery
vessel did appear on their radar screens."
In a letter, dated 3rd April 1997, Squadron Leader~f Air Traffic Control
RAF Lyneham said the following after I wrote to RAF Lyneham asking about the
incident. Part of his reply was as follows:"I believe 2 of my controllers were involved in a television programme on the subject;
however, both have been posted elsewhere, and I cannot confirm details of what was
witnessed on radar."

letter from
Secretariat (Air Staff) 2a, dated December 14th 1995, it
states the following:2/ Sighting reported to the MoD of two lights in the sky by a witness at Crick,
Matlock at around 2330 hrs on August 23rd 1994. This UFO sighting was recorded
on video by another member of the public and was featured on lTV's programme
'Schofield's Quest', where a statement from the MoD concerning the sighting was read
out.
As well as the two reported UFOs, helicopters can be seen on the video footage
heading towards the UFO. In a
"There were no military aircraft booked into Night Low Flying training sector 3A on
the evening in question."
As well as the two reported UFOs, hew;:etlrter:
heading towards the UF
"There were
· 1 ary aircraft b.ooked-into-Nigtft Low Flying training sector 3A on
the
mg in question."

3/ UFO sighting over Cardiff on May 11th 1996, reported to RAF St. Athan.

behalf of Info-Access-Office

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

TION REQUEST 13-01-2005-090951-002

Categories:

FOI Request

You requested the full text of this request.

-----Original Message----From: feedback@www.mod.uk [mailto:feedback@www.mod.uk]
Sent: 12 January 2005 16:37
To: Info-Access-Office
Subject: FOI INFORMATION REQUEST 13-01-2005-090951-002
Below is the result of your feedback form.
2005 at 16:36:52

It was submitted on Wednesday, January 12,

occupation: enter your occupation
Company: your company/organisation
Address1:
Address2: Rumney
City: Cardiff
State: S.Wales
Zip:Country: United Kingdom
e-mail:
telephone: enter your telephone number
preferred format: hardcopy
infosubject: I am looking for any documented information on the following reported UFO
sightings:1/ UFO radar sighting at RAF Lyneham during May 1994,. The UFO was also captured on
video by
o f P ineh';lrhst, hSwindon. The footage was featured on BBC' s programme
'Fortean
19 9 4 ', w~t t e commentary:-

l£!!t!5 £¥1

"and closer to home in Swindon, Wiltshire, this alien craft was filmed hovering over
Pinehurst. Air Traffic controllers at nearby RAF Lyneham admitted the mystery vessel
did appear on their radar screens."
In a letter, dated 3rd April 1997, Squadron Leader~of Air Traffic Control
RAF Lyneham said the following after I wrote to RAt~asking about the incident.
Part of his reply was as follows:"I believe 2 of my controllers were involved in a television programme on the subject;
1

hqllfer, both have been posted elsewhere, and I cannot confirm details of what was
w~ssed

on radar. "

2/ Sighting reported to the MoD of two lights in the sky by a witness at[Ctick,
~ 1tU.:
This UFO sighting was recorded on
video by another member of the public and was featured on ITV's programme 'Schofield's.
Quest', where a statement from the MoD concerning the sighting was read out.

..__. -.".M'aund 23-P¥ oa A,ugust

seen on the video footage heading"
Secretariat (Air Staff) 2a, dated
"There were no military aircraft booked into Night Low Flying training sector 3A on
the evening in question."

submit: Send Form
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SIGHTING -23

('JOT~

- 2345 HRS - MANSFIELD SHIREBROOK AREA

I can confirm that we did not receive any reports of
unexplained aerial phenomena which fit in with the location/
timing above.
I asked the low flying complaints cell to run a log and trace
to see whether there were any military low flying training
activities that evening (helos, jets, props) and nothing at all
was booked in the relevant Night Low Flying Sector 3A.
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D/Sec(AS)/64/1

~

4 Oct 95

SIGHTING - 23 AUG 94 - 2345 HRS - MANSFIELD/SHIREBROOK AREA
Further to my note of yesterday, in response to the query from
"Schofields Quest", I understand that the sighting was in fact
in 1994 and not this year. I have therefore looked at our
files for last year and also requested another interrogation of
the night military low flying system.
We did receive a report of "two lights in the sky" from a
witness in erich, Matlock, at around 2330 hrs on 23 Aug 94.
However, we are satisfied that the sighting did not represent a
matter of defence concern.
No military aircraft were booked into Night Low Flying training
sector 3A on the evening in question .
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REPORT OF AN UNIDEN'I'I!IJdu fL\'ING O.BJECI
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-

c.

Date. time and,.,4uratio.n of siJhtb!g:

CardifT

Telephone:

f;pNfay 96 12.45 lu's L fOr less t.ban one minute
~nofolziect:

Bright white 1i$htt solid no shape. No strobe liaJ:lt!.

e.

BPs position ofo,bscrvcc_
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Ouuide &om dOM of'houae looking towank central Cardiff'
f.

How ol>smed: (naked eye, biMcu1ars.

other optical device. still or video camera).

Naked aye
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seeQ! (A landmark may be more useful than a
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AAsJe ofsiaht:
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· Mm:eomlogiral cottditiom during obserw.fions;. (MoW1g cloud~ ltaze,mist etc).
Quite clear

L

Nearl)y objects: (Telephone ~es; high voltage lines; reservoir, lake or dam; swamp or
marsh; river; high buildings; ull chimneys; steeples; spires; TV or radio masts; ahiield$;
generating plant, filctorles; pits or other siahts with floodlights or other night lighting}.

Nothing

m.

Ta wl1om r<;ortecl: (Police. mWtaty organisatio~ the PfC15 ct~).

RAF St Atha:n. Ceuttal Pollee~ Gwent Police and Cardiff Airport
n.

~Y. background on the infoiDW1J..that

mam volunteered~

Thh"d sighting from tbis street in three yevs. ~ very amciou$ to ask lots
of qucatiou.. this seems 'to be a bi't of a hobby and a re,eular oceurrenee - he also went to the
prc55 with it, asldng £or =y other witnesses to phone him.
0.
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REPORT

ttunber

SID

Date/Tine
Dialled nunber
Durat.

8'42"

Mode

NORMAL

Pages

3

Status

Correct

From

MINIS
Directorate of Air Staff-

s"' Floor, Zone
Main Building,
LONDON SWlA 2HB

FAX MESSAGE
TO:

FA1'1-efitttf~ I

SUBJECT: File re<JD<SI
DATE: 9 February 2005
NUMBER OF PAGES INCLUDING THIS COVER: 3

~

Please see attached the list of tiles we sent with D/Sec(AS)6413 Part E in O<:tober
2003. Also attached is the receipt I received when D/DAS/64/3 Part AA was sent in
J~me

2004.

I hope these help.

-Date

89-82-85 15:59

From:
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Directorate of Air Staff- Freedom of Information
5th Floor, Zone
Main Building, Whitehall
LONDON SWlA 2HB

H,-

Telephone: (Direct
(S .
(Fax)
CHOts address: ~-=-c;;=~

FAX MESSAGE
TO: FAO~rchives
SUBJECT: File request
DATE: 9 February 2005
NUMBER OF PAGES INCLUDING THIS COVER: 3

Please see attached the list of files we sent with D/Sec(AS)64/3 PartE in October
2003. Also attached is the receipt I received when D/DAS/64/3 Part AA was sent in
June 2004.
I hope these help.

-----------------

From:
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Directorate of Air Staff5th Floor, Zone H,
Main Building, Whitehall
LONDON SW1A 2HB
Telephone: (Direct dial)
(Swi~9000

(FaxCHOts address: DAS-FOI
E-Mail

FAX MESSAGE
TO: TNT Archive Services
SUBJECT: Urgent request for f"Iles
DATE: 2 February 2005
NUMBER OF PAGES INCLUDING THIS COVER: 2

We urgently require the return to this office of the following files from
the archive in order to answer Freedom of Information requests. If for any
reason these files can not be immediately located please telephone me on
the number at the head of this message.
D/Sec(AS)/12/2 Part 0 -UFO Reports / ~ ttl0(~
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 Part P - UFO Correspondence (already previously
requested, but yet to be received). f2s:u.- ,,t I r:c.f -zo-0~.
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 PartS - UFO Correspondence ~- tl 1ttJ./'7.-CcJ~
D/Sec(AS)/64/2 Part B - UFO Sighting Reports ~(. \\I "2- hooS
D/Sec(AS)64/2 Part C - UFO Sighting Reports ~ 11f z j1oo~

D/Sec(AS)64/3 Part D -UFO Correspondence--~ 11 {-z,(l.OoC
D/Sec(AS)64/3 PartE - UFO Correspondence
My UIN is F6208A
Regards

--

TRANSMISSION

REPORT

NuMber

SID

Date/TiMe
Dialled nuMber
Durat.

8'31"

11ode

ttOR11AL

Pages

2

Status

Correct

FAX MESSAGE
TO: TNT A.rdlive Services
SUBJECI': Urgeat request for f"des
DA.TE: 2 February 2005
NUMBER OF PA.GES INCLUDING TIDS COVER: 2

We urgently require the return to this office of the following files from
the archive in order to answer Freedom oflnformation requests . .!f.fll!:..m!y
reason these files can not be immediately located please telephone me on
the number at the head of this message.

D/Sec(AS)/12/2 Part 0 -UFO Reports
D/Sec(AS)/1213 Part P - UFO Correspondence (already previously
requesred. but yet to be received).
D/Sec(AS)/12/3 PartS - UFO Correspondence
D/Sec(AS)/6412 Part B -UFO Sighting Reports
D/Sec(AS)6412 Part C - UFO Sighting Reports

-Date

88-82-85 17:83
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From:

Secretariat {Air Staff) 2a 1

MINI

NCE

Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB
Telephone (Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

Your reference
Our reference

D/Sec(AS)/64/3

s

Date

1(;, May 1996

Wales

1111111~---------------------------------Dear
1.
I refer to your letter of 15 April concerning the subject of
"alien" abductions and "UFO/flying saucers".
The MOD's position
with regards to the subject of reports of "unexplained" aerial
sightings and "alien" abductions has been explained to you in
numerous'letters and there is little more that I can add.
2.
The MOD is often misquoted as saying that it does not believe
"UFO/flying saucers" to be a threat; this is a distortion of the
MOD's stated position wh.;Lch is that to date we have seen nothing
which could be classed as proof that extraterrestrial life exists.
As previously stated the MOD's only purpose in looking at reports
of "unexplained" aerial sightings is to establish the presence of
a matter which is of defence importance, such as unauthorised or
hostile military aircraft in UK airspace. To date no "UFO" report
has thrown up such evidence. You will wish to be aware that
having assessed the sighting which you observed on 11 May, which
you reported to RAF St Athan on 13 May, I can confirm that we are
. content that the sighting was not of defence concern.

I

3.
I enclose the video tape which you sent to this office with
your latest letter. As explained I am under remit to look at the
tape to determine if there is a UK defence interest.
I am
satisfied that none of the footage taken in the UK is of defence
interest. Footage taken in the United States, Ukraine, Russia and
Germany are matters for the Governments of those countries to
address.
4.
Balmoral - 28 Feb 96. Following the News of the World
Article, you may be interested to know that I was able to
establish that two Harrier aircraft from No 4 Squadron, which were
on detachmentat RAF Leuchars from RAF Laarbruch in Germany, were
conducting routine Night Vision Goggle training in the Balmoral
area at the time the sighting was reported.
There is no question
that they were sent up to intercept "UFO/flying saucers".
1

...

e

5.
Manchester - 6 Jan 95. I can confirm that as a matter of
routine the MOD was notified by the Civil Aviation Authority about
the British Airways pilots' report of 6 Jan 95 shortly after the
incident occurred. At the time I discussed the matter with
,
Departmental air defence experts who confirmed that they were not
aware of anything which would indicate a matter of defence
relevance associated with the sighting. Furthermore there was no
evidence to suggest that the UK's air defence have been
compromised. As is usual with airmiss incidents involving civil
aircraft, the CAA Joint Airmiss Working Party (which is a joint
Civil/Military body which has complete access to all sources of
civil and military information available) investigated the report.
The Group were not able to determine the precisely what the pilots
saw, but ruled out any military aircraft activity. However there
is no suggestion in the report; that what the pilots observed was
extraterrestrial in origin. Without any evidence to suggest that
the incident was of defence relevance MOD interest in this
sighting has long since concluded.

6.
If I may now turn to your comments concerning "UFO" reports
files held in our archives under the 30 year rule. Under the
provisions of the Public Records Act of 1958 and 1967, all
Government files are to remain closed from public viewing for
30 years after the date of the last action on the file. This Act
of Parliament, relates to all Government and MOD files, and not
just the MOD's "UFO" files. The files contain references to
individuals who are still serving, and they also contain
information about witnesses who have approached the MOD in
complete confidence. Most would wish their confidence to be
respected and would not want to be approached by over-zealous
"Ufologists". All such information would have to be sanitized to
preserve witness confidentiality and as the MOD has received over
8,500 reports over the last 30 years it would require a
considerable amount of effort to delete witness details thus
diverting resources established for defence purposes.
Yours sincerely,

2

.

---------------

-----

S.Wales

Monday 1 5 t h Dear
Thank you for your letter of April 9th in reply to my letter.
1. Regarding your statement that we seem to be going around in circles with the
argument referring to abduction by aliens; there is evidence which is available by qualified
professional doctors and psychiatrists which can lend credibility to the abduction scenario.
When you refer to there being no evidence, I do not know if you are speaking from a
personal viewpoint or from an official viewpoint determined by a ruling on the issue. I
suspect that you are speaking from an official standpoint, and if this is the case, can you
cite your information source which claims that there is no good evidence. If it is a case of
the MoD making assumptions that there is no evidence, we will have to supply you with
some. If it is a case that there has been an investigation into the possibility of alien
abduction, then can you please tell us where this information came from, and who was
involved in the study.
The circularity of our recent conversation seems to be based on the premise that UFOs
either do not exist, or do not represent a threat to national security, and as such are of no
defence significance. On many occasions, in our correspondence, you specifically refer to
there being no defence significance. To have come to this conclusion, somebody in the
MoD, at some point, must have investigated the matter. This has to be the case, otherwise
you would not be able to make this statement. It may be indeed that investigations into
UFOs are not undertaken currently, but for this we only have your word. However, it is a
certainty that in the past UFOs have been investigated by the MoD (as the evidence from
the public records office shows), and these investigation are of interest to ufologists for
their subsequent conclusions.
If the MoD has quite reasonably been able to state that there really is no defence
significance to UFOs after a detailed study, then surely, if such a study report was
released, the public would see it the same way. As the MoD does not wish to admit to
having done a study, we are in the position where you will not accept the concept or
possibility of UFOs, so will not then allow yourself to speak on the subject of alien
abduction. i must stress, however, that my interpretation of why you will not tackle the
alien abduction scenario is because it seems connected with UFOs.
Let us be scientific and remove ourselves from the possibility of there being a connection
between aliens and UFOs. If you take each subject separately and remove the
preconceived ideas about the origins of both alien abduction and UFOs, then there may
still be a defence interest in the alien abduction scenario because we do not know how

MINISTl;v
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aliens arrive in our country, and we do not know for certain that they represent some
foreign government operation, which has been misperceived as an alien/extraterrestrial
phenomena.
To give you an example, in some alien abduction events there have been reports of
humans being present whilst the abduction takes place. Indeed, some of the humans have
been dressed in military uniforms. If the witnesses are to be taken seriously (and in many
cases they should!), then a foreign military power manipulating British subjects in the
guise of aliens under an abduction guise would be seen by aDl'- defence organisation as a
threat. It may also be taken as an act of war. Before the subject is again dismissed, please
avail yourself of the information which exists from public sector sources, relating to alien
abduction and if necessary then pass this information (which must be taken seriously due
to the professional credentials of the originators, and the investigators such as police,
doctors and psychiatrists) and pass this on to the relevant departments in the MoD so it
can be studied.
With regards to your anticipated response regarding the "No Defence Significance" issue,
I really do need to know which department or organisation, with the reports that make this
conclusion, have not properly released this to the public records office (if date depletion
allows this).
2. On the subject of ongoing research and investigation of airspace incursions by
" 'unexplained' aerial sightings" (your words)- if something unusual was sighted over an
airbase, or found to be intruding into UK airspace without authority, who exactly would
be the person or organisation to properly investigate this matter. Then could you please be
specific in the internal workings of the department, i.e.: who gets the report and where
does it go - point by point. (Both you and~ve intimated that there is still a
mechanism for such investigation of unexplained aerial sightings or incursions.) This is
great interest to ufologists because we could then assume that the same people are in
probability investigating the UFO phenomena proper.
3. I have included a copy of the programme which featured the footage of a UFO filmed
over Swindon (Fortean Review of 94), which stated that RAF Lyneham admitted that the
UFO turned up on their RADAR screens. As well as this, I have included some other UFO
video footage that has been taken in the UK, as well as other interesting items taken in
other countries.
I have also included some photocopied articles relating to some of the footage that has
been taken ill Gulf Breeze, Florida during 1993. I hope you can take time to study the
video footage and welcome both your personal opinions and those of the MoD as to
whether this footage is genuine and represents something worthy of study.
Most importantly there is a segment of footage on the tape which you should make
special effort to watch, because it refers to an incident which took place in Byelokoroviche
in the Ukraine on Oct 4th 1982. It was featured on an American ABC prime-time live

.

news report about the Soviet governments investigations into UFO phenomena. The
segment explains that a Nuclear silo had become activated whilst a UFO hovered
overhead. The conclusion is that nothing was wrong with the equipment at the silo; the
UFO may in some way have been the cause of the unauthorised and unexpected activation
of the nuclear silo systems for a period of 14 seconds; control had been lost of the nuclear
weapons launch systems, which could have resulted in a launch and subsequent war
situation.
Whilst I understand that sometimes there is a tendency in news media circles to
exaggerate UFO stories, I would be grateful if you could respond as to the MoD's interest
in this matter. The MoD will have obviously been alerted to this event - through
intelligence channels - and will have made conclusions as to it's authenticity. Can you
please tell me what conclusions have been made in respect of this event. I do not mind if
you respond separately tci this question as I realise that it may involve a time consuming
back investigation to uncover further details.

4. Can you please tell me the MoD's position regarding verbal and written witness
testimony of UFO events. I can refer to many hundreds of credible witness testimonies,
some of which have additional backup by secondary sources such as police reports,
RADAR operator testimony and RADAR tapes, and other forms of evidence, and my
questions are as follows:
a) Seeing that some individuals who are considered sane, competent and qualified are
making statements relating to UFO's and threats to public safety, would the MoD like to
comment as to how they interpret these peoples statements.
b) Bearing in mind that if there were a legal case presented in a Court of Law, these
witnesses would have to be taken seriously, this would lead to an embarrassing situation
whereby UFO's would have to be officially acknowledged. My question is would the MoD
like to comment on the defence significance standing of recent disclosures such as the
UFO spotted over Balmoral (with subsequent Jet fighter scramble), and the UFO sighted
near Manchester airport which nearly caused a collision with a 737 trying to land.
c) I am eager to hear if the events referred to in section (b) are considered of defence
significance.

5. In relation to the matter of MoD funding for private investigation of UFO's being
supplied. I would like to point out that there is a growing concern in the area of UFO
phenomena in the public mind. If the MoD does not take the subject seriously soon, then
the public masses will demand for the MoD to do so through parliamentary pressure. This
is already happening in the United States, where congressional hearings have been
undertaken in respect of the Roswell story. Additional pressure is being sought at the
moment for full congressional hearings on the subject of UFOs and will make use of

.
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credible witnesses who range from political figures, through to astronauts and government
employees who have top secret clearances. Before congressional hearings can take place,
immunity for breaking security oaths has to be given by presidential authority for some
witnesses. This too is being sought.
In the United Kingdom a group known as Operation Right to Know has been active in
seeking political movement in respect to British UFO cases, specifically Bentwaters UFO
incident ofDec 1980.
Whilst you feel there is no significance in UFOs at present, and no need for funding of
research via outside organisations, I would put it to you that quite soon through growing
pressure the situation may arise where funding will be granted, or military involvement in
investigation will be sought.
Due to the decline of the offer of outside investigation help, and MoD funding, would the
MoD like to make a gesture of good will in respect of the UFO subject, and allow greater
access to records of unusual sightings ahead of release to the public records office, with
related time release protocols. This to be done before public pressure forces it to happen...
Costs and resources for investigation of the MoD's files will be supplied by the
organisations that I am connected with, under their research funds allocations. I ask this in
the spirit of the new open government initiative.

Yours sincerely,

.

e
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Australian Visitors Join Local Team
by Bland Pugh

May 11, 1993
llle Gulf Bree1.e UFO made a
visit on Friday evening about 9:fX)
p.m. I would guess there were

between thirty to thirty five people
at Shoreline Park during the sighting.

I arrived somewhat late and
walked out onto the pier. a lricnd

walked out to speak to me and as
we were talking he asked me if
that was an airplane just above the
Bob Sikes Bridge. I l<x>ked at it
and l'Onfirmrd that, yes. it wa.'i an
airplane but in my 1x:riphc.ml vision I saw something, that wasn't
an airplane. II appeared brighter
1han any star in the sky at the time

and was pulsing. lllc object appeared to be direedy over li1e Slide/
Water Tower area at Pensacola
Beach. It began to move to the
West at a steady speed, pulsing
and glowing as it went.
Several people began to walk

for approximately four and a half
minutes and seemed to be moving
towards the WNW slowly, covering some 20 degrees in movement It also appeared 10 be moving Ulwards us or climbing. AI
night and without a second angle
out onto the pier with us und asked it is very difficult 10 make that
what they were seeing. When I dc.tcnn ination.
told them they seemed completely
We had visitors from as far
awed by the Gulf Breeze UFO. away as Australia skywatchi'Jll.
One couple talked 10 each other as ll•cy seemed pretty excited about
they walked on furd1cr out onto the UFO. Most people probably
the pier saying "See honey, I told don't
understand
what
you we'd sec the UFO if we carne sky watching is all about, let me
to Pensacola."
brielly explain it to you. You gel
TI1e UFO remained visible some friends together, pull out

your favorite beach chair, you star.!, constellations, nebula, planknow the one that the bottom is ets, etc.
sagging in, you get the old bin·
RE: article written back in
oculars out, fix a cooler or your January about the hand markings.
favorite beverage (non-alcoholic I asked for people to please write
please) tum off that stupid TV set to me if they had experienced anyand drive to Shoreline Parle in thing similar. Well folks, the
Gulf Breeze at sundown to enjoy leuers have been coming in and it
the Real World. You don't have to will amaze you. I will write an
be into UFOs, there's plenty of articleonitoneday. 1'hels/atukr
other things up there that will keep UFO articles are picked up by
your mind busier than a re-run of LuciusFarish'sNewsclippingserMurphyBrownorsomeothergar- vice. They are then distributed all
bage that you might have sub- over the world. I have heard from
jected yourself to. Who knows people as far away as Germany,
you might even learn wha[ some England, and South Africa. All
or those things are that we call have read lsltmdtr articles.

Physicist Analyzes Daylight Video
By Bland Pugh

May 19, 1993
Again, !Jr. Bruce Maccahec,
optical physicist for the Naval defens.: lab in Mary land was asked
to hdp investigate a local UFO
sighung. ·n,is time he is being
calkd upon 10 anaiY'e the daytim~ photo omd video taken on
Pcnsatola Ucach hy Martin
"Allen."
When scientist~ take up an
investigation they do so with a
rhornughncs'i IKJt usually lmntd
~llh l.tymun investigators. Such
is Jhc ca\C with Bruce Maccabcc,

a physici'l with a Ph. D. from
American t lnivcrsity in Washing~
tou D.C. A'\ a rcSt-.ardlcr for the
t lnUctl St.att·s Navy in underwater
•. uund, high power la'\Crs. and
,.l'.IJHtns la'iCrs. he has the b'ain·
111g Jnd n·..., mrccs to get tu the

heart of questions ahnutthc UFO
phenomenon.

First interested in 1965 by a
book, ''Aying Saucers -- Serious
Business." Dr. Maccabecallcnded
a lecture sponsored by NICAP
andoflcrcd to join in order to help
wilh thc.·ir work.

l>r. Maccabee is also on the
ExecutiveCommiueeoflhe Fund
for UFO Research Inc., as well as
a scicntil'ic consultant to MliFON.
Alter examining lhc photo tmd
video taken on l'cnsacola Ucach,

Dr. Maccabec made the following statcmcntconccming the case:
Tllis is his a'\scssmcnt of the
Man:h 24 sighting. "A frame by
frame analysis shows that the ob·
jct:t moved so fast it traveled scv·
craltirncs its own length in cat·h

frame, making rectangular images on the screen. It only took
about one second to cross the
nearly 30 degree field of view of
the camem. Unfortunately, the
actual speed cannot be determined
because the distances are not
known, but estimates range from
several hundred to several thousand mph corresponding to distance estimates of I ,0001010,000
ft."
The following refers to the
video of March 31. "The Vid<X'
shows a compact image with a
bright area which may be the sun
glint from a metal surface. As he
tracked the object it suddenly disappeared from his viewfinder.
When viewing the video at normal playback speed the object

appears to streak to the right orr
the screen, almost too fastlo see.
Frame-by-frame analysis shows
that the object accelerated at a
tremendous rate. The actual ac·
celeration cannot be calculated
because, again, the distance is
not known. However, if the assumed distances are only 1,000
ft., then the videotape shows that
it accelerated at about500 g's (500
times the acceleration of gmvity,
which is 32 feet per second per
second; this is about I 00 limes
greater than a jet) and reached a
speed twice that or sound before it
passed out of view of the camera.
Yet there was no SOtrnd! At an
assumed I ,000 fl. distance the
size of the object was a bit less
than 10 feet. For other assumed

distances the size, acceleration
and de paning speed are proportiona! to the distance."
About the photo taken on
April 2, Dr. Maccabce said "This
photo shows a circular object to
the south at an angular elevation
of 60 to 79 degrees. The sun in the
east made a shiny glint at the left
side. In the perspective view from
below the object appears like a
layer cake with the upper layer
having a larger diameter than the
lower layer. The bonom or the
inside image is too small and
at the wrong angle to reveal any
windows in the side of citheo·faycr.
There is a slight hint of a protuberance atthC' top, but this might
be a photographic anifact.

Expert Presents Validation Techniques
Bland PuRh

'I be l"•rn:ipal investigators in mcnts lit together and make sense?
tbe Malltn Alkn case all agreed. For example, arc all the pictured
Wc wanted tl•csc vidcos and pho· objects (UFO, trees and buildtograph.< valtdatcdorrejccted prior ings) illuminated by d•e same
to any prc.-;s rclca~cs for many angel of sunlight'! Secondly,
ob"·iuus rca'lons. Our decision Sainio advises trying to replicate
wa'\ ca'iy. Jdlrcy Sainio is a rela- the original pktwc as closely as
tive ncwwmcr toi\IIJFON. lie
pnssihlc, including the usc of the
is man.a~.:r of hnaRing Research same equipment under similar
conditions.
"Many Mondayand I >.:'d"l'""'lll at the Qua<V
Tech l>i\J>iiMJ nf Quat.VGraphics morning qtrartcrbacks," he said,
in Wist·on.sin. Sainio ha.~ also "frequently hypothesi1.e how a
particular photograph might be
l~cn in . . lJumcntal in the invcsti·
galulnt.•llfk:" nttl'itpromincnl UFO replicated but failtotestthcir ideas
<:a.....·sn,·cr the pa.<i.ttuulllcnr years. using this simple but often timeIn a J>r<·,...-ntatinn to li1e MUFON cons:uming process."
'Inc third approach involves
'l"'l~tsium 111 Albuquerque, Nl\1
m l 1}•J.!. St~intu had made the sophisticated computer analysis
foll''"-1111( "~;l.m'flll'flls thu.'i. JXlving •that can ohcn be t·arricd out, at
lf1c.· "~} hJ our r~..·r ...·nt dl'f.."i'\inn:
iocrcasingly affordable pnces, on
I'Jh'ft' .Ul" lhll"C t'la'\it.' tl'l·h· a desktop home computer, prcfllll{Ul''·
'~uJ S.uniH. lltt• hrsl crdl>ly either a 386-based PC or
1'1." Ill~ thl."llh t-,(,4:)\ IUH.' ( .lfltl SUIIIC· 1>811~0-hascd Macintosh (or
111111.''\ wH·rlt~'~t·d),
whidt i~ higher) system. Images can he
''11111k \hu.d m . . pnlinn ul tin· dtgitally rnhanced by computer
J!hot~<r,l.il''' fl"l·lf l>.t allah~ dl.'amJ various picture clements ana·

.

lyzcd for edge-sharpness, color
contrast and density and so on.
Sainio further staled: "De·
spite lower resolution (or less information) than still film, videos
arc harder to fake and they "often
add anoaher dimension, time, 10
the record of events," along willl
sound, or a lack of same, and a
beuer sense of distance.
On Aprill2, 1993 the video
tapes were sent to Jeffrey for
analysis, after several calls for
additional information such as
weather reports, conditions, etc.
and approximately two weeks of
intensive test and studies the results were returned to the investigative team, Bland Pugh, Gary
WaL•on. and Charles Flannigan
StateDirectorofMUFON. Those
results were as we suspected,
Positive.

lbe UFO !lf!Ced in relation to
its size eliminates all aircraft as a
('ausc, since known airplanes can't

move this fast. A 100-foot long
lighter jet would need 10 move
300fcet, 3timesilownlength, in
1!30second, or9,000feel/second
orabout6,000mph, overMach9,
below clouds at 7,000 feet. To
stay below the sound barrier, a
plane length of I0 feet would be
required, Sainio said of the fli'St
video of the UFO.
or the second video he said:
A few days later, he filmed his
quarry lloat motionless over the
water, then llash toward the southwest. MUFON photo analysts'
initial calculations show the UFO
accelerated, slowed 20%, then
surpassed 2,000 mph, all in under
1/IOth of a second.
A possible answer to the "Red
Light" that has been reported in
the area over past years; As 10 the
inevitable question or whether the
red bouom might be the nocturnal
red light that has been seen in this
area hundreds of times, this is

May26, l!IY-'
difficult to say. Videos have
shown that the red light is limited
to downwards only, and the UFO
photogmphed would have this
property. The problem is that
nighttime lighting is so far different from daytime, that the dim red
spot seen here camot be determined to be glowing. Full moonlight is about one million times
dimmer than full sunlight, so a
sub-noticeable glow in daytime
might be a brilliant light at night.
Sainiosaidaboutthecolorof
the UFO: The lack of blue in the
UFO bottom and shiny spot indicates the UFO simply doesn't reflect blue. It is yellow. I suspect
the UFO would look more grecnishonacloudyday, since the dark
close side is lacking in red, aood is
mostly green.
The photo taken by Thomas
"Bryant" is being sent to Jeff
Sainio for initial analysis.
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Martin ''Allen" Videotapes UFO Daytime Visits
b• Bland Pugh

On March 25, Martin "Allen,"
was gelling out of his vehicle, for
some rca~on he looked up and saw
wmethingcoming out of the northwest ala tremendous ra!C of speed.
·n,e object was moving to the
southea~l. His first reaction was,
"II must be some type or aircraft
he'd never seen before." Latcras
he wa, walking 1o his mailbo• the
object reappeared, again moving
towards him from the same direction. Thinking 10 himself thai if
this thing had come over his house
twice from the same direction then
maybe it would come back. So he
set up his camcorder on his sun
deck facing the southeast (the direction the object had gone in both
times). That evening he reviewed
the lllpe to only find several helicopters on the screen.
The neu day, Allen decided
to set up the video camera qgain,
this lime with his video camera set
uppointingtowardsthesouth. He
then went into the house to get an
apple. Wallcing baclc outside, he
was amar.ed to see the UFO corning at him from the southeast On
thisoccasion, thecamemrccorded
the UFO as it sped across the
~rttn.

Allen called me because he
had read the many UFO articles I
had wriuenover the pa~t year or so
for 7'~ Islander NewSJlllllef. We
llllked at great length about the
sighting, he said "I couldn't believe my eyes when I first saw !hat
mund silver thing racing across
the sky. But, when it shot overhead a second time llcnew it wasn't
a normal airplane. By God, I
knew it was !he UFO that I read
about in the newspaper. It was
round and kind of crown shaped
with a lower level and a darlt red
circle in !he bo11om centcr." At
!hat point we reviewed the video
together, he has put one of !he
helicoptcr sequences and the UFO
on a tape so that we could get an
idea of the speed and si1.e of the
UFO. I must admit I didn'tlcnow
what the heck it was, the helicopter took 4 seconds to cross the
screen and the UFO took only one
short second.
At that time I decided to involve another MUFON investigator, I called Gary Watson a seawned investigator with many inve"igations under his bell.
uss !han a week latcr, on
Man:h 31, I received another call
rmmAIIen. He'dvideoedtheUFO
hovering over the Gulf of Medco
just south of his home. On this
occasion Allen grabbed his
camcorder, ran onto his deelc,
squalled be.•ide a railing and begantovidcotheUFO. Arterbeins
recorded for appro•imately 40 to
45 seconds. !he UFO made 111

•

e•traordinary exit to the southwest. "It was fast, real fast. I
video taped it. I couldn't believe
!his was happening and !hat it was
happening in broad daylight."
Later that evening, he and I
reviewed !hal !ape and I must tell
you I couldn't believe my eye.~.
hovering with the sun reflecting
off or it and the clouds moving
behind it, sat a UFO, the object
was silver In color and reflec!Cd
the light of the sun.
Again, I called Watson, we
examined this tape as well. Both
of us were completcly astonished.
The first one had just about blown
us away, but !his second one was
even more awesome. II was apparent that we had a major sighting on our hands. Gary and I
decided it was lime to have the
video tapes analyzed. I called
Charles Flannigan and informed
him ofthesighting (at the lime Art
Hufford, President Pensacola/
Gulf Breeze MUFON, Inc., was
on vacation).
On April 2, I received another call from Allen, he'd photographed the UFO with his Poloroid
camera (at appro•imately 10:30
a.m.). The UFO had been hovering over !he beach 1o the south of
his horne. Again, he called me at
work and told me about the piclure, I didn't even put the phone
down, before I called Watson.
On Monday, I met with
Charles Flannigan, Florida Slllte
DircctorofMUFON, after showIng him !he picture we made !he
decision to forward the videos
and the picture to Jeffrey Sainio,
Photo Analyst and manager of
Imaging Research and DevelopmentattheQuad/fechdivisionof
Quad/Graphics in Wisconsin.
Dr. BruceMaccabeewasalso
brought imo !he analysis of both
video! and photo (bolh Sainio and
Maccabee were given !he original
of the photo for analysis). The
following are portions of Jeff
Sainio's findings of the Allen lllpeS
and picture:
Two videos and photos taken
overtheGulfofMe•icowillsurely
heal up the smoldering UFO debate. The witness reported something "crown shaped with a bottom layer" zip overhead twice in
one day in late March. He len his
camcorder running aimed over !he
Gulf, hoping 10 catch it. He
succeeded !he next day, recOrding
a wingless object moving an eSiima!Cd several thousand miles per

hour.
Five days later, he filmed his
quany afloat motionless over the
water, !hen flash toward the southwest MUFON photo analysis
initial calculations show !he UFO
8CCelmded. slowed 20'!1.. then
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surpassed 2,000mph, all in under
l/10 second. Several aspects or
the videos make fakery quite difficult.
A few days later, the witness
saw !he UFO almost overhead,
and with his camcorder battcries
dead, got a Poloroid shot Focus
measurements or the UFO indicate the UFO was a distant objecl.
The UFO appears mctallic, round
with a smaller round boUom, and
a red spot at the base.
Cloud motion, sun angles,

and sky brightness agree with the
weather service data for the reportcd limes and camera angles.
On Friday, April 21, Ireceived a color slide and map from
a gentleman named Thomas
"Bryant", the map pointed to a
location I am familiar with, called
the Sugar Bowl in the Big Sabine
area, the slide showed a beach
scene, sand dones, sea oats and
shrub bushes, but most importanlly it showed what appears to
be the same UFO that Allen had

photographed. This map contained a hand wrillcn note ·April
2" and the time "2:30."
Both Sainio and Maccabee
will have the opportunity to ana·
lyze it. At first blush there seems
to be no doubt il is the same cmft.
One of the most signirocant pans
about the slide is the date.
This is an ongoing investiga·
lion, all of the principal investigators are in agreement that it will
probably remain an open book for
quitc sometime.

MUFON Documents Four
Daylight Sightings
Object On Film Appears
To Be Sin1-ilar To
Ed Walters' UFO Photos
by Bland Pugh

for the pa~t year and a half I
have writ!Cn articles for The Islander about local UFO sighlings. People have a~ked me over
and over again, "Why don't we
ever see !hem In the daytime?"
Well folks here it is!
On March 26, 31 and April2,
four daylight UFOsighlings were
witnessed and have now been
documented by a MUFON investigation (conduc!Cd by Bland Pugh
and Gary Watson) and photo
analysis. The witnesses' video
taped and photographed what !hey
described as "unbelievable."
A visiting elected official
from Alabama. Thomas "Bryant"
said, "At rust I told myself that
what I saw had 1o be something
from the military, bill I know of
nothing !hat can suddenly appear,
hover and disappear like it did."
Mr. Bryant. who withheld his
name for political reasons, was at
the east end of Pensacola Beach
near the are., locally called the
"Sugar Bowl, • where at about
2:30 p.m. on April 2, he saw lmd
photographed the UFO.
On that same day Martin
•Allen; alocal resident. saw the
UFO. One week earlier, hecaught
the UFO with his video camera.
Marlin said, "I couldn't believe
my eyes when I first saw !hat
round silver thing racin& acrms
the slty. But, when it shot overheadasecondlimellcnewitwasn't
1 normal airplane. By God, I

knew it was the UFO that I read
about in !he newspaper. It was
round and kind or crown shaped
with a lower level and a dark red
circle in the bollom center."
Mr. Martin's video tape and
photograph were sent to Jeffrey
Sainio, photo analyst and manager or Imaging Research and
Development at the Quad/fech
divisionofQuad.(;raphics in Wisconsin. At the same lime, to
confirm the sighting, an investigation was conducted by MUfON
to verify the sighting location,
weather report~. wind velocity,
clood elevation, wind directions,
etc.
Mr. Sainio verified the video
tape and the photographs are consistent with the field investigation. He said." A frame-by-frame
analysisshows that the object seen
In the first video tape moved so
fa•l it traveled several times it~
own length in each frame, making
rcclllngular images on the screen.
II only took aboUI one second to
cross the nearly thirty degree f~eld
of view of !he camera. lin fortunately !he actual speed cannot be
determined because the distance
is not known, but estimates range
from several hundred to several
thousand mph cooesponding tO
dl~tance estimates of 1,000 to
IO,OOOft."
Mr. Sainlo continues, "The
Initial calculations on the second
tape show the UR> ICCeJera!Cd,

slowed20%, then surpassed 2,fXKI
mph, all in under 1/10 of a second. • When asked about the slill
photograph. Mr.Sainiosnid, "Focus mea.~uremenL• of the ima~c
indicate the ur-o wa.s a dislanl
object. The UFO appear< metal·
lie, round with smaller n>und ll<•ttom, and a red spot nt the 1>..'""·
Dr. Bruce Maceabee. an uptical physicist, conducted aiX>ther
examination oft he photogr:JJoh and
the two UFO videos. lie said,
"My conclusions agree with Mr.
Sainio. The object in the sco!lld
video accelerated at a tremendous
rate. If the a.sumed di<tance to
the object is only I,IXIO feet. tht·n
the video tapes show it arrrkrated at ahout 500 ~·s (51Xl times
the acceleration of 11ravityl and
rea·heda speed !Wire thai of'< """1
hcfore it passed out of view nlthc
camera. Yct there wa'i no ~t mrnl!
At an a<Sumed 1,000 rt. di<I:III\'C,
the si7.e of the object wa• a bit less
!han 10 fret."
Bothc.pemal<nagreedthat,
"The overall shape of the obje<.'l
resemble.•, but is not identical to,
the shape of objecLs piK~ographcd
by Ed Walters in 1987 and IQHH,
and which were published in the
book 711e Gulf Bruzt Sig/uin~.r.
in 1990. (Wm. Morrow Pre.<S,
New York).
There it is folb, a daytime
sighting, video taped, ph<>tographed and authenticated. It'•
prelly obviou• !hat soml'lhing is
out !here.
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Local Photos Significant In Research
Twn wn.:ks ago. I sent Jer.
hl·y Satniu lopics ol the Thmnas
.. llryant" slitlc and the ''11tihr"
\ uku fnr analysis. Wednesday
n<nin~. he<allcdtosaythathe'd
ju. . t ~nough time lO do a couple of
pr ...'lirnm.uy tests on the two
"""lib that I'd sent I knew Jeff
h.1tl tx:c:n extremely busy, in that
ht.• ha~ h .~l·n .Ulaly 1ing my photos
amltaf~t""· ph1' uthcr'i that have
~nt tu hun hum arnmHithc
rlube Jdt Y.Ot\ IU Ricluunntl,
V, \. ·''tin- \ 1l11 ( )N hu...-rnaliunal
"~mpthiUin oH·r the ~th ol July
h11lHiay "'-'l'l"·ml, Y.hcrc he
-.htl\\l'tlth..: "Alkn& Ph1lip" vitku
t.lflC'i anti pu.:lurc (slidl'). Those

11\·..:n

"~ ~..:ing thi"J't~'oi.'Htation were just

" huh'

moll' than t•xcih:d. Unth
thl." "r\tkn" antlthl! "l'tulirf tares
;uc highly ,•gnilirant in UFO rc·
\l'Jh h. a-. hulh show a lJF() dis·
·•1'1~ ar. i\rrounls havl~ been commg in htr over 45 years fr<Nll
~~·opk 'aymg th"·y were oh'icrv-

By Bland Pul!h
July 21, 1993
ing a UFO when suddenly it would thuscausing a streak. If that ex- llolt, R.., a gentlemen there told
vanish. Now. the phenomenon planation doesn't work for you, me he saw four 10 six lights rehas heen captured on video tare. try setting your camera at l/21o 3/ volvinl! in a clockwise motion for
Jell has said he feels that the UFO 4 of a second, then take a picture quite a long time. He, his wife
accelerated, then slowed as it of a car passing by several feet and sister-in-law were sitting in
Cll.itcd the screen. He went on to frornyouatabout55m.p.h. while their living room one evening last
say, it looked as if it were "c1uis· you hold the camera on one spot. week when his sister-in-law being," just as you'd punch dte ac- I think you'll see what I mean.
gan to hear something that
cclcralnr on your car and then
A footnote to the ''Philip" sounded like a bug or buzzing
roast.
case ... Sainio has requested more sound outside the window. He
For those of you who have information concerning this video. went out to investigate and saw a
nnt seen this tape, let me anL·mpt Since I received this tare through group of lights movinl! around
to paint a piL:turc fur you. The the mail with a written note only, just above the tree line. lle and
liFO is hovering in one spot lor I have no way of knowing how to the others watched this phenomappm~imatcly ten to twelve sccgctintouchwith"Philip."lwould enon for about thirty minutes when
omk It then darl'i to your left so awrcdutc ''Philip" contacting me they decided to call a neighbor
la'itthat it becomes an elongated again at: P.O. Dox 6111, Gulf that lived down the way. The
line. I'm sure many of you have Urcc/.C, FL 32561. I will know neighbor and his wife drove up to
tried to take a picture of the Blue how to validate "Philip." We have the house and watched the
Angels and when ytm have gotten need of more information as this anomaly for quite sometime. Afyour pictures hat'k you rrolmhly will help authenticate this video ter they had left a C-130 flew
were disappointed that they were and contribuiC to the solutions over, it had no bearing on the
streaked. This is caused by sev- that the scientific community lights and did not disturb their
eral things, camera movement, scl~ks in Litis phenomenon.
patlem. After watching for quite
nr the object moving raster th:m
a while longer, the man decided
the Iilm coulll ahsorh the inwge,
I had a call dtis week from to go back into the hou.'IC. lle

came back out thirty to forty minutes later and discovered thai the
lights had disapreared .
While on skywatch this weekend, someone asked me what I
meant by "my drift" in last week's
anicle. I had written the following: "As many times as I have
been in this area of the beach on
skywatches it just never occurred
tome that I was thai far away from
the Sound. My mint about litis
marsh area is; it sure would be a
good spot 10 put sometlting you
didn't want anyone to see, if you
get my drift and I am not talking
about a golf course!" "My drift"
simply meant. dear hearts, if I
were a UFO driver that swamp
would be one heck of a place to
park a UFO if I didn't want someone 10 sec me. Dig'?
That about wraps up the UFO
update for this week, rememher
to keep looking up and behind
you.

Expert In\ pressed With Fillll Quality
by Uland Pugh
It ha..,. ~en quite sometime
<mrc the Gulf llrcc'c UI·O "red
lt(!ht'' made an appearance .. This
hl\h llccn a Jisappoinlmcnt lor
s-.nnc \Ummcr vacationers, as we
h,t saw the UFO around June 10.
ll1t.:rc have been some anomalies
~·c.:n and a few ohjccts that have
h•:cn nmfused as the 1)1'0, but
nt JtJung that could be confirmed
h.1. . t-..·c.·n !l-ighted.
I (ontinuc to receive reports
fmno lei frey Sainioon the "Philir"
•·•1"-'. he: sc.cms to he extremely
inorr<sscd with its quality. The

following is an cxccrrt of a lcuer
I received J'rorn !elf:
A hovering spherical UFO is
seen through a wiut.low for some
10 seconds, until the UFO zips
leftward off-screen. The camera
is presumably hand-held, and
bouncy, but the windowsill (visihlc most of the time) is useful as
a reference. Focus is rrorer for
the duration. The Video quality is
g'xxJ: color is saable. exposure is
OK, and the magnificmion is unchanging.
The photo puhlishcd here

shows a sub-pixel-resolved im- camcorders and should not be asage derived from expanding and sumed to be part or the UFO..... in
averaging 8 frames of the UFO an additional paragraph Sainio
while it hovered. The image veri· says; The UFO moves about 90
fics what seems apparent on the times its own diameter rer secvideo; A brightsmt. presumably ond.
sun-reflection, is consistent with
One more lid bit ...Rebecca
the claimed direction, time, and
sun msition. There are preswned and Sotty Williams of Channel
artifacts 10 the right, typical for 12, Chattanooga, TN sent Gary
video: the bright uprerspot on the Watson and me a copy of the
UFO causes a dark spot to its broadcast she did on the evening
right, while the dark lower smt news, Rebecca is the News Angenerates a light sm110 its right. chor for thai station. ller report
This is perfectly typical of was a three part series. The first,

July 28, I!193
was based on the current sightings
occurring in the Chattanooga area.
She then remrted on the cattle
mutilations and UFO sighlings in
Fyffe, AL. Third, Rebecca covered the Gulf Breeze sightings,
showing the Martin "Allen, Philip.
and Bryant" pictures & videos.
Let me tell you something folks,
the quality or that broadcast was
amazing, it was totally void of
sarcasm an~ cutesy remarks, only
factual reporting and fair coverage were presented. What a breath
of fresh air that was!

Humming Sounds Defy Explanation
By llland Pugh
Parts of this report came from
·1 he Fao.< News ... by Sherry
R(lhin'>tHI ... alsu credit portions to
I he lJiolugists ... Tcrry and
Frant:cs Erker.
lbere is a phwmmenon in
Taos, New 1\kxicu that has many
l"'oplc th.:re saying "What is that
-.nund! It's driving me cra~:y."
Some have even left their homes:
and gunc to other areas or the
country horing they can cscare
1his mystcri,ms noise. 'lllc sound
\c."t:lll'i tu rcscmhlc a car idling or
l'V""" a dk·scl engine idling, Sta<:h
as a huge generator, a throbbing
or tlmuing hum.
Snl·ntists and engineers from
tlk· tJruvcrsity uf New Mc~ko
h.Jvt: 111ca-.urc.•d acouslkal, cl(.'ctunnagn~.:lk 'iignat..; mul !«!ismic
..,,gn.1h .. all lhc lnown energy
'>ouru:s ol ~uunlls or vihralinn<t,

additionally a team was fonr.ed
from Sandia and los Alamos
National laboratories. Phillips
Labomtory. They took measuremcnL..; in four l()cations where
hearers sense the hum strongly -the home of Bob and Catanya
Salv.man south or Ranchos de
Taus Piedras area west of Taos
ami, at a hucr date, sites ncar
l.uml>crton and E1 Rito.
"There wa.'i nothing unusual,"
said Juc Mullins, a UNM medwnical engineer professor.
'"l11crc..were no large signals we
dun"t sec other placrs, nothing
out or the ordinary:
lltc team srecifically looked
for electromagnetic signals that
rnight indicate radar, ELF (extremely low frequency) radio
transmissions or other Department
of Defense activities·· and found

none. The report completed. It
didn't say much. Scientists and
engineers investigating the ''TaosHum" did not detect the source of
the mysterious and annoying
sound heard by many Taos residents.
A rcmrt is also coming from
Hueytown. Al, just to the west
of llirrningham and Bessemer,
Al. Residents have been complaining of the same tyre noise as
the Taos hum. The underground
area around Binn ingham and the
Bessemer area is riddled with old
abandoned iron ore and coal
mines, however there are many
active coal mines currently in
oremtions today. Jim Walters
Mining Co. recen~y installed a
)500 hp, seven million dollar,
ventilation fan with twelve foot
blades. After the installation in

Septe10ber 15, 1!193
a complete and through investigation and analysis Dr. Charles
DonnellyoftheUniversilyofCalifomia says "We will be left with
about75 truly unexplainable signals that seem to have some kind
or pauem to them."
"At that mint we turn the
telescore back around and try to
find them again. They will be
truly interesting if they arc still
there."
Scientiststryingtofindintel"If any of them are still comligenllife in outer space have lo- ing in, we may have found somccaled 164mssiblemessagesafter thing."
a year's ~e~ch. ~ey expc;ct 10
.... .If you remember I wrote
knowwr'!nnayearrfanyonesoul aboul this aboutl9 months ago,
there. Usrng ~world~ most mw- . at the time there was quite a large
erfulandsensttrve~atbotel~ contingent of Nay-Sayers, all
-- the 1000 ft. wrde antenna rs exclaiming that 10 million tax
~ocatedinPue~o~ico ..artertrack- dollars was too much to srend on
mg o~cr 30 trrlhon so~nals they thisprojccllhallherc was nothing
have rsolated 164 mssrble. After out there. 1 wrmder. 1 wonder.
1991, reople began to hear the
hum. Jim Walters Resources, Inc.
denies there is any evidence of the
new fan being the culprit...The
"hum" has been remned all over
the country, Penn. Texas .... we'll
keep you mslcd.
One other interesting piece
of news crossed my desk from
two different directions this
week, so I'll replay it for you.
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Subject: F-lo: HEQUEST FOR 11\JFOMRATION

Dear-

\?..\o(.

Many~ur response. FS4 may not be correct, I obtained the information over the internet,
not the mosr r::l.i0blc source for info regarding the world of Ufology as I am sure you are aware.
I will contact the National Archives as advised. Thank you again.

I am writing with reference to your e-mail of 24 January 2005 in which you
requested ir~ormation about "FS4 (Unident1tied Flying Objects) reports". Your letter
has been r: :J<:;s:ed to this office as we are the focal point within the Ministry of
Defence tor corn9spondence about 'UFOs.'
As your request currently stands I am unable to assist you as I do not recognise the
term "FSLi" . ;.:~srhaps yo·.J co~lld clarify your ··equest if we are able to assist you? In
the mea.!lirld, you may wish to be aware that there is already some information
about UFf): ::J•.mi'eble for public viewing. MOD files on UFOs were routinely
destroyed after 5 years until 1967 when they were generally preserved for The
National Archives. A few have survived before ·1957 and these together with records
up to 1977 ::. ·e "'0W availab'·3 for vie\Ning. Tr:e 1\Jationnl Archives can be contacted at
Ruskin Ave ue Kevv, RichiT'ond, SurrFy TVIf9 4DU or by telephone on 020 8876
3444. The "~atior; 1 al Archives also ha.vG a website giving information about the
records they hold and how to access them. This can be found on the internet at
http://ww1N.:Jadonalarchives.go.
The Min\stry of Defence Freedom of Information
Publicatic n :~~cJv::me also conta!ns documen~s re 1atir'g to the well known events in
Rendlesb :ur Fcrr:lst, Suffo!k in 1980 and the final report of the Flying Saucer
Working
i'l 1951. Trer:e can be gccessnd 'l;a the internet at
{>
A searcl1 in the Scheme under 'UFO' will take you to this
informah;n VVe are looking to see if furtt1m information can be made available to
the putJifc an:i vm 2~re currentl)' compili'lJ a c~atatlc1se of reports which we intend to
publish :;l ~h~· ~noo Freedom of !nformetion Publicati! on Scheme at the end of June
2005.
I hope tris ;s hE:ipful.

DirectomJe
A:r Staff
Ministry of DE~fence
Main Rui!di~"''l
White!"' a'~
London SV'I 1.i\ ?HB

22/02/2nG'
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Sent:
To:

22 February 2005 08:20
-yahoo.com'

Subject: Internet-Authorised: REQUEST FOR INFOMRATION

Dear
I am writing with reference to your e-mail of 24 January 2005 in which you requested
information about "FS4 (Unidentified Flying Objects) reports". Your letter has been passed
to this office as we are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence
about 'UFOs.'
As your request currently stands I am unable to assist you as I do not recognise the term
"FS4". Perhaps you could clarify your request if we are able to assist you? In the
meantime, you may wish to be aware that there is already some information about UFOs
available for public viewing. MOD files on UFOs were routinely destroyed after 5 years until
1967 when they were generally preserved for The National Archives. A few have survived
before 1967 and these together with records up to 1977 are now available for viewing. The
National Archives can be contacted at Ruskin Avenue, Kew, Richmond, Surrey TW9 4DU
or by telephone on 020 8876 3444. The National Archives also have a website giving
information about the records they hold and how to access them. This can be found on the
internet at http://www.nationalarchives.go.uk. The Ministry of Defence Freedom of
Information Publication Scheme also contains documents relating to the well known events
in Rendlesham Forest, Suffolk in 1980 and the final report of the Flying Saucer Working
Party in 1951. These can be accessed via the internet at
mod.uk. A search
in the Scheme under 'UFO' will take you to this information. We are looking to see if further
information can be made available to the public and we are currently compiling a database
of reports which we intend to publish in the MOD Freedom of Information Publication
Scheme at the end of June 2005.
I hope this is helpful.

Directorate of Air Staff
Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
London SW1 A 2HB

22/02/2005
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Editing the request details will initiate a new search.
The new search results will be saved and will replace the existing save search results.
Date request received:
Applicant Details
Title:
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*Surname:

Organisation:
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Monday, 21 February 2005

Directorate of Air Staff (Secretariat) 1,

5-H~

I

DAS
102No. ......................._
23 FEB 2n05

Ministry of Defence
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SW1A2HB

1
·r:rt;=~-=~-

13dUZ!Mh!aJ!llth:,t. . .k

Your Reference: D/DAS/17-01-2005-164006-038

Dear~
Many thanks for your response to my request under your reference number above.
The information contained within your answer will be instrumental in my research.
Thank you again for your prompt and complete response.

Kind Regards,

LANCASTER

UNITED KINGDOM

ENCLOSURE TRANSFERRED TO
FILE D/DAS/10/2/8/16 PART A

..

•

De~
Reference:03-02-2005-143505-024
I am writing concerning your request for information about a UFO sighting in
Heywood on 24 February 1973. Your request has been passed to this Department, as
we are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence about UFOs.
The Ministry of Defence records which cover UFO sighting reports and
correspondence in 1973 have been released in The National Archives and are now
open for public viewing. They can be found in classes AIR 2/18872 to 18873 and
AIR 20/12544 to 12555. Details ofhow to access records at
The National Archives can be found on their website at www.nationalarchives.gov.uk.
I hope this is helpful.
Yours sincerely,

Ministry of Defence
Directorate of Air Staff- Freedom of Information
5th Floor, Zone H,~
Main Building
Whitehall
London
SW1A2HB
E-mail: das-ufo-office@mod.uk
151h February 2005
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Fax:
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I am looking for any information relating to the reported appearance of a
UFO in Heywood in 1973. I believe many MoD files relating to UFOs
were recently released as a result of the FOI Act 2000. The alleged UFO
was seen by a former colleague on the Heywood Advertiser at 5.45pm on
Saturday 24 February 1973 from his home ·
Heywood.
He wrote a short story in the Heywood Advertiser at the time and was
then served with aD-Notice. What he saw was a fiery orange light high in
the sky, long and slim - similar in shape to a flourescent light strip. It
stayed for a few minutes, then moved slowly to the right, dropped to the
horizon as if it was moving further away, then disappeared. Two or three
people also came forward to say they had seen the same thing. He still
maintains what he saw is unexplained but has an open mind as to what
the object was. We are keen to follow this up in the light of the new FOI
Act.

I am looking for any information relating to the reported appearance of a UFO in
Heywood in 1973. I believe many MoD files relating to UFOs were recently released
as a result of the FOI Act 2000. The alleged UFO was seen by a former colleague on
~dvertiser at 5.45pm on Saturday 24 February 1973 from his home in
- H e y w o o d . He wrote a short story in the Heywood Advertiser at the
time and was then served with aD-Notice. What he saw was a fiery orange light high
in the sky, long and slim - similar in shape to a flourescent light strip. It stayed for a
few minutes, then moved slowly to the right, dropped to the horizon as if it was
moving further away, then disappeared. Two or three people also came forward to say
they had seen the same thing. He still maintains what he saw is unexplained but has an
open mind as to what the object was. We are keen to follow this up in the light of the
newFOI Act.

